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Abstract
PRODUCTION OF THE PLAY
REMEMBERIN' STUFF
AT
BROOKHURST JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
by
Autumn Lee Browne
May 2005

This project entailed the selection, background research and documentation,
musical analysis, casting, direction, vocal coaching, and post-production analysis of
Brookhurst Junior High School's production of Autumn Lee Browne's Rememberin'
Stuff. Documentation includes research and analysis of the play as it applies to the
students at Brookhurst Junior High School, and an evaluation of the show as a production
vehicle for the department of Theatre Arts at Central Washington University. The
analysis also includes a discussion as to the non-traditional directorial vision of this
production.
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Script Synopsis

REMEMBERIN' STUFF by Eleanor Harder

Memories, both good and bad, make us who we are .

When a group of drama students is given the assignment to share their
memories, the result is a collection of hilarious, heart-felt, serious and
inspiring scenes. From an improbable first date to a candlelight service for
a departed friend. From selling Girl Scout cookies to dealing with divorce
to learning the art of baseball. Remember your first day of school? Your
first date? The time your dog ran away or when your best friend suddenly

wasn't your best friend anymore? Creative vignettes will spark memories
for both cast and audience.

Of note, this playwright lives in Los Angeles and may be accessible for
personal interviews and classroom visits.
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Project Parameters
Rememberin Stuff will be produced in Room 20 at Brookhurst Junior High
School in Anaheim, California. The room is also the classroom of teacher and play
director, Autumn Browne. It includes a stage, sized 14' deep, 30' wide, with 9' head
clearance. There is a 3' access ramp stage right. As the play is set in a drama classroom,
using the existing stage, props, and costumes, there should be no problems with the
physical production of this piece.
The estimated cost for Rememberin' Stuff $870.00. A breakdown of expenses
follows on page 7.
The theatre has 13 Fresnel lights which hang overhead facing the stage. They
work off a six-channel Scenemaster light board. The plan is to bring in Jason Bovshow, a
former student, who is now the technical designer in the theatre at Fullerton Junior
College, to set and focus the lights, and to assist with the lighting design. It is possible
that the light board will be upgraded by borrowing equipment from either the college or a
nearby theatre, as the current equipment is unsatisfactory. The light board will be
operated by a student. Sound is provided by an Aiwa CD player, and will be operated by
a student.
When plays are performed, desks in the classroom are moved out by the students,
and chairs brought in, placed theatre style. The audience size is flexible, but generally
seats about 100 persons.
Tickets will be sold at the door prior to the performance. Prices are $2.00 for
matinees, $3.00 for evening performances. Backstage telegrams will be available for sale,
allowing patrons to send a message to cast and crew members. These sell for 50 cents
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each, or one can add candy for $1.00. House Manager, ushers, ticket sellers and
backstage telegram sellers will all be students.
Our Green Room is the computer lab, which is located across a small parking area
outside Room 20. Prior to the performance all costumes will be moved to this site. Actors
change and prepare here, and are supervised by a parent volunteer. They are called to
places by the Assistant Director. At this point all actors will move to the backstage area
in Room 20.
Rehearsals will be called Monday through Friday, after school at 2:30, and will
last for 1-2 hours, depending on the scenes being worked. All actors who audition will be
required to sign a contract stating their commitment to the project, and will include a
parent signature designating support. A complete rehearsal schedule will be given prior to
the first read-through.
Within the rehearsal, exercises will be done to enhance character development.
Caprice Spencer-Rothe, noted mime and movement expert, will work with students on
specific scenes. Choreographer Teri Mischler will design and teach dance moves. Former
student Katie Sparks, who is now studying to be a drama and English teacher at Cypress
College, will be the Assistant Director, and help supervise rehearsals as well as work
privately with actors on monologues while the director works on the stage with larger
groups.
This production will be a team effort with all participants working toward a
successful presentation of Rememberin Stuff.
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Accounts - Budget and Actual
INCOME
Ticket income
Donations
Sale of tapes
Dinners

Budget

Actual

1/7/2005

6/1/2005

360.00

450.26

0.00

109.26

170.00

130.00

60.00

50.00

ASB account

125.00

0.00

Disney Grant

200.00

200.00

TOTAL INCOME

$915.00

$939.52

EXPENSES

Budget

Actual

1/7/2005

6/1/2005

219 .00

219.00

170.00

170.00

200 .00

116.25

Costumes and Props

50.00

0.00

Light Designer

50.00

50.00

Choreographer

50.00

10.00

Movement Instructor

50.00

50.00

Scripts - 40 @ $5.25 each + S&H
Royalties - $50/1 st performance
$40/3 add'I performances
Set

Title Cards

0.00

10.00

20.00

30.12

Photo paper and cartridge

0.00

84.29

Dinner

0.00

47.34

20.00

0.00

Playwright Gift (Cost)

0.00

21 .54

Program Printing (use school Xerox)

0.00

0.00

Tickets (use existing)

0.00

0.00

50 .00

0.00

$879.00

$808.54

Sound (CDs and SFX)

Backstage Telegram Candy

Contingency

TOTAL EXPENSES
FINAL BALANCE

$130.98
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Permission of Hiring Authority at the Producing Venue

AIIAl ~IM rn
UHIOII

H!Glt

•

S(UOOL

1

••

DITTRICT

October 18, 2004

RE: Autumn Browne - Masters Thesis Project
To Whom It May Concern:

Autumn Browne will be directing "Rememberin' Stuff' as part of her 2004-2005 theatre
season at Brookhurst Junior High School.
I understand that this will be part of her Masters Thesis Project for Central Washington

University.

date '

Principal Russell Earnest

7

Brookhurst Junior High Schoo!
60 I North Brookhurst Street
Anaheim • California 9280 I • 3879

Tel: 714•999• 3613

Please note: A signature was redacted from this page due to security concerns.
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Evaluation of the Play as a Production Vehicle
Why Teach Theatre?
Playing dress-up or pretend deserves a place in children's' lives, no matter
whether they are in kindergarten or high school. Theatre allows students to play-with
ideas, with character, with dialogue, inflection, movement, sound, light, with the
reasonable, the absurd, with ideas, with images-it allows the imagination to grow in a
safe, non-judgmental atmosphere. Theatre is an activity through which human beings
explore and discover their identity in relation to others-learning about freedom as well
as boundaries. The imaginative process is not just fun-it's how children practice skills
that will be needed in everyday life. It is a way of trying something on for size. When
participating in a drama program, students practice the skills necessary for lifelong
success: leadership, initiative, self-control, cooperation, and empathy. It helps students
experiment with various social customs, and it is a safe way for them to handle new and
difficult situations. Pretending does wonders for confidence and self-esteem. Participants
understand more about themselves because they have played at being other people.
As stated in Caught In The Middle, a report compiled by the California
Superintendent's Middle Grade Task Force, extracurricular activities like drama have the
potential to enable all students to earn and enjoy recognition from both peers and
teachers. These satisfactions lead directly to the personal and emotional development of
young adolescents-both critical goals of middle school (Smith 85).
Additionally, drama is a powerful way to access prior knowledge and open the
window to more specific learning. Research shows that time spent singing, dancing, and
acting can drive up test scores. Students involved in the arts do better in school than those
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who are not involved. According to a study by the Imagination Project at UCLA
Graduate School of Education and Information Studies, 47.5% of 10th graders with low
involvement in the arts scored in the top half of standardized tests, while 65.7% of those
with high arts involvement scored above the test median. Students who consistently act in
plays and musicals, join drama clubs or take acting lessons, all show gains in reading
proficiency, self-concept and motivation. These findings hold true regardless of parents'
income, occupations or levels of education (O'Dell).
Cited in the Arts Education Partnership (AEP) report Champi ns of Change,
students who participate in the arts outperform those who do not on virtually every
measure. Researchers found that sustained learning in music and theatre correlate to
greater success in math and reading, and students from lower socioeconomic
backgrounds see the greatest benefits (Fiske).
The U.S. Department of Labor issued a report in 1991 urging schools to teach for
the future workplace. The skills they recommended--working in teams, communication,
self-esteem, creative thinking, imagination and invention--are exactly those learned in
arts education programs (Academic Innovations). Cooperation and negotiation skills are
inherent in a drama program, because in order to be successful, people need to work
together in order to create drama. Arts classes have been shown to significantly improve
attitudes relating to self-expression, trust, self-acceptance, acceptance by others, selfawareness and empowerment (Gary 6). The arts can provide engaging learning
environments for students who may lack interest in other classes. Variety is the spice that
the arts can contribute to almost any subject.
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Theatre classes aren't just about learning to act. The study of drama inspires
creativity and develops problem-solving skills and other kinds of thinking that don't
receive the same outlet in other disciplines. A recent Phi Delta Kappa/Gallup Poll on
public attitudes toward the public schools found that 81 % of Americans worry that
judging a school's performance solely on English and math test scores will mean less
emphasis on art, music and other subjects. That percentage increases to 85% among
parents of public school students (Loschert 23). Meanwhile, a poll commissioned by
Americans for the Arts, a nonprofit arts advocacy group, found that more than 90% of
respondents agree the arts are vital to providing a well-rounded education to children
(23). Jesus Garcia, president of the National Council for the Social Studies, says "We're
very concerned our children are leaving our schools having a rather distorted and
unbalanced curriculum presented to them that will result in kids who can perform well on
tests, but who know very little about other subject areas" (Rosenfield 27). No student has
only one set of talents. If schools address only one set of skills, specifically math and
reading, students are unable to show a much wider range of expertise. Some civilizations
have left us no trace but their arts. By excluding the arts we are defining our place in
history with the impression that the arts are not essential.
A great deal of what arts teachers do is expose kids to something they otherwise
might not have known, to develop talents they didn't know they had. Theatre is important
to the education of a well-formed person. Richard W. Riley, in one of his early statements
as U.S. Secretary of Education, called for the recognition of the arts as a vital part of our
effort to improve the quality of education for all children (Gary 2). Riley stated "the arts
also enhance our nation's economic competitiveness by developing creative problem-
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solving skills, imagination, self-discipline, and attention to detail" (8). In the long run, all
arts programs are vitally important and need to be continued because they ensure that we
have better students.
Why Rememberin' Stuff?
The justification for doing Rememberin ' Stuff with my students is two-fold. First,
it is good to do a piece that is unfamiliar to audiences. Mine can be one of the original
presentations, and by doing a good production, give the piece its proper prominence,
rather than showing the audience something they've seen before.
Secondly, and most importantly, Rememberin' Stuff deals with themes that most
junior high schools may not otherwise be willing to tackle. The goals of my drama
department are to increase the self-confidence of the actors, and to open their
imaginations to the unfamiliar. Rememberin' Stuff supports these goals. When
performing this piece, students will not only see the world from other viewpoints, but
also enlarge understanding of their peers.
Rememberin' Stuff could be considered a form of drama therapy; about creating a
fiction in order for actors to understand themselves in new ways through dramatic
interaction on the stage (Jennings 20). Drama therapy sometimes uses direct experience,
but more usually works through dramatic material, telling the stories of individuals. Lives
are recreated and represented. Themes may be from the past, present or future, or may be
timeless. Actors enter the lives of fictitious characters. It is hoped that students will
discover responses in themselves that are unexpected and more mature than they realized
they could generate; that they will understand more about themselves because they have
played at being other people. Drama therapy allows the actors to explore difficult
relationships and situations in a safe environment.
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Imagining the world through the eyes of another is essential if students are to
understand the complexities of another person's life. If we want to create our own
understandings and not passively receive other people's views, then we need to
experience two points of view--0ur own initial perspective and the perspective of
another person (Wagner 99). New understandings are created when looking at the world
through the eyes and experience of another.
It is important to use school productions to raise awareness about social issues.
Theatre can be an agent of change, causing students to speak with each other about topics
that are considered taboo. Sometimes students aren't ready to handle these issues, but this
is denying the reality of the world the students live in, since many deal with these issues
every day. Additionally, the use of masks will allow actors and audience to increase the
degree of involvement in taboo topics. Some feelings can be more easily expressed
through masks-feelings that are too dangerous or depressing to be shown in other ways.
The use of masks provides a sense of detachment and power, and when used by children
can help them to communicate expressively rather than realistically. It enables the
transformation from an actor's everyday self into the character.
When Rememberin' Stuff was produced in 2004 at Everett High School in
Lansing, Missouri, drama teacher Dana Brazil wanted a piece that did not include
elaborate sets or expensive costumes. Her goals were more long-term, knowing that there
was a certain level of maturity required to perform monologues and dialogues that dealt
with taboo issues such as sexual abuse, alcoholism, abusive relationships and teen
pregnancy. As one teenage actor who participated in the production said, "Life isn't as
easy for youths as adults seem to think it is. We have a lot of emotional issues" (Kariim).
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This play was also presented by the Bath Middle School Players in Detroit,
Michigan three months after the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center. Rememberin'
Stuff ends with a simple soliloquy that implores the audience to continue living, to be
positive, to create positive memories as a device to get through difficult times. The crowd
stood and applauded (Seidel).
For many of my audience members, seeing a play at Brookhurst is their first trip
to the theatre. Watching friends on stage is exciting, and it makes the experience much
more meaningful--but they can learn from it too. Leaming fuses both thinking and
feeling, and the lessons children take from live theatre are likely to stay with them. I hope
I have created productions where the audience and the actors can go out into the world
with more confidence.
The cast size for RemembeJin Stuff is flexible, but the plan is to use the
playwright's suggested expanded core cast of 16 (8m 8 f). Auditions will be held for
Beginning and Advanced Drama students, ?1h and gth graders. Opening up this production
to the entire drama department will provide the opportunity to experience real world
competition with other actors. The backstage staff and crew will consist of eight drama
students.
The only problem that may arise with producing this piece is the reaction of
parents and community to the subject matter. While many of the memories cited are
happy and touching, several are "unmentionable", such as incest, adoption, and eating
disorders. A release will need to be signed by all involved to insure parental cooperation.
Additionally, a mention will be made in the program that the play deals with sensitive
subjects.
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Rememberin Stuff merits production by Brookhurst Junior High for several
reasons. It utilizes subject matter to which students can relate. Scenes and monologues
are age-specific and revolve around the events they are living through, or can anticipate
in the near future. Rememberin Stuff incorporates the teenage experience, both good and
bad. There is plenty of opportunity for the middle-school actor to shine. Participants are
part of an ensemble, yet also are given the chance to step forward and deliver a
monologue or scene that is meaty and significant. By performing this unfamiliar and
sensitive material, and being successful at it, the self-confidence of the student will
mcrease.
The goal is to do productions that are fun, but also challenge the students' minds
as well as those of the audience. Within the play there are moments to laugh, moments to
cry, and moments to reflect on what it is like to remember. It reminds us not to forget the
power of memory in the lives of children.
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Concept Statement
Memories, both good and bad, make us who we are. In this play, a group of drama
students are given the assignment to share their memories, and the result is a collection of
hilarious, heart-felt, serious, and inspiring scenes.
The set will consist of a scaffold, ladder, costume rack, and props trunk. Several
black boxes are scattered around for additional seating areas (see Figure i below). One
wall will be painted with various shapes--triangles, squares, circles. Another flat will
have a half-finished Dali-like painting. On another we see graffiti. The result is very
disjointed and chaotic, resembling the life of a teenager. Note: the rear wall design
changed substantially throughout the production process (see Figure ii below).
The actors will be costumed in shades of black, white, and grey. This represents
the neutral canvas of all human beings, before the world begins to color their experiences.
As each scene or monologue is introduced, various articles of clothing will be added by
the actor, making the transformation into a new character.
The goal is to use several of the theatrical movements learned in "Analysis and
Criticism" such as Realism, Absurdism, and Alienation. Different scenes will reflect
different movements. Some scenes will be done Realistically, showing characters doing
the sorts of things that ordinary people do every day. Casual speech patterns will be used.
The scene about the driving test will be Absurd, presenting action in a non-Realistic
form. When Melissa Anne talks about being molested, the theme of Alienation will be
introduced. As the actress describes what happened to her, two actors step forward and
with the use of masks and mime reenact the event.
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Throughout the play symbols will be introduced through the use of props and
multi-media. For example, when talking about food stamps we see an empty plate;
adoption shows a baby doll with no head.
Utilizing a variety of styles and periods from hundreds of years of theatre
represents the various elements that make up the life of a teenager. By abruptly changing
the style throughout the play, the audience will be provoked to think about the subject
matter. A unified production can be achieved despite the variety of moods as the overall
umbrella will be the chaotic and disjointed life of a young adult. By using an assortment
of staging conventions, the audience will be able to relate to some of the themes, and be
touched and moved by what they see. The audience will realize that they are not aloneothers too have felt these events. This feeling of communication will carry them through
other pieces that may seem strange at first, but allows them to experience the unfamiliar
through the eyes of the actors on stage.
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Initial Set Design
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Production Schedule
2003
December 31

Submission of play ideas

2004
February

Approval of play

December

Section I due

2005
February 23

Section II due

February 23-24

Read-through of the play with all drama students, in class

March 1-2-3

Auditions-2:30-4:00

March 8

Read-through with the cast

March 9-May 11

Rehearsals (Spring Break March 28-May 1)

May 12-16

Tech Rehearsals

May 17

Performance 3 :00

May 18

Performance 3:00 & 6:00

May 19

Performance 3 :00

June

Submit request for "Final Folder Check" to Grad office;
Obtain permit to schedule Oral Exam from Grad Office

June 17

Final Thesis due

week of 6/27/2005

Orals
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Pre-production Analysis
Justification of Play Selection
When writing a Masters Thesis in Theatre the production and written analysis of
well-known plays of the English speaking cannon and subsequent production history are
included. Rememberin' Stuff does not fit easily into this genre since it is a lesser known
text performed primarily by educational groups and has not received the scholarly
scrutiny often found in "thesis plays". This analysis of Rememberin Stuff will
demonstrate the play' s validity as a thesis choice, and will show that it provides an
outstanding educational theatre experience for teenage actors and audience members
alike.
The purpose of the play, according to playwright Eleanor Harder, is to give
students an opportunity to voice their experiences with problems to which they can relate
(Harder Interview 5). It can be challenging to find a script that represents a teenager's
point of view, but it is this subject matter that has the greatest value to teens.
Adolescents are in a transitional stage of development and may feel
uncomfortable playing roles that are either too immature or too mature. In fact, the
appropriateness of the roles and material are some of the criteria used by a leading
secondary education association as a test of the validity of material. In 1979 The
Secondary School Theatre Association compiled a list of criteria governing play
selection. Some items identified included:
1. Characters worth doing-challenging to the performers
2. Themes worth expressing-of lasting value to the audience as well as the
cast
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3. Appropriateness of the material to the varied interests, abilities, and
maturity levels of all involved (Landy 81-82).
Rememberin' Stuff meets these criteria in every way. The play is an honest and
frank script that contains themes relevant to contemporary social issues like teen
pregnancy, sexual abuse, and suicide. Focusing on these themes, actors can create a direct
connection between the script, and the lives of the participants and audience. The play
gives voice to the aches and indignities of teens while providing a vehicle of expression
or forum for them to connect with their community. Actors will concentrate on the
process of recreating and experiencing moments of revelation as they imagine new
chapters in their own continuing life stories. The complex subject matter will test the
actors to present sensitive material in a believable way. The children in the audience will
identify themselves with personalities in situations they can comprehend. Doug Finney of
the International Thespian Society claimed that the hope to move beyond the overproduced high school conserve of plays lies in the vision of those excellent theatre arts
teachers who are willing to take chances (Landy 82). The ensemble production team can
explore issues, characters and world views, then the experience will be a rewarding one
for all.
The structure ofRememberin Stuff symbolizes the chaotic life of a teenager.
There are many characters on stage at any one time, all in constant motion during the
transitions, settling down once a topic of conversation has been agreed upon, then off
again on another cross-stage journey to find themselves new stage positions and new
alliances. There are many subjects addressed throughout the play, representing the jumble
of thoughts going through the adolescent mind. Rememberin Stuff shows that the life of
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teens can be confused and disordered, facing huge decisions which at the time seems like
life or death issues. It has been my experience in dealing with adolescents that they wish
to explore many of the personal difficulties confronting them, and I have found that they
gain in personal development by such exploration.
Dorothy Heathcote, a renowned teacher of drama who specializes in creating
improvised dramas with children, approaches drama by working from the inside out. She
uses drama to expand children's understanding of life experiences, causing them to
reflect on particular circumstances, and make sense out of their world (Heathcote 13). As
Heathcote is concerned with both cognitive and affective learning, social studies, current
events, and ethical problems become important dramatic subjects. Children are helped to
see below the surface of an event or topic and thereby gain a better understanding of it.
In cognitive learning, the use of simulation has students realizing events using all
their senses (O'Toole 45). Seeing is better than hearing, and doing is better than seeing.
The student chooses an idea and explores it through the creation and development of
roles within situations. Jean Piaget, a Swiss philosopher and psychologist, spent much of
his life listening to and watching children, and developed theories on how knowledge is
obtained by children. Piaget's theory is cognitive: it is about reasoning, analyzing, and
then reconstructing the parts so that the mind can work with them. In education, Piaget
recommends that the child physically act on the environment through imitation and play
(Courtney 39). Children constantly create and test their own theories about the world,
then build knowledge from their experience.
If the dramatic experience is successful on an affective level, students will

identify with the tension and conflict within a character and find ways to present that
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tension in terms of their own experience (Landy 78). When discovering that the emotions
one feels are shared to some degree by others, the first step is taken toward guiding and
controlling the emotions, accepting their presence, and understanding them.
In reflecting on childhood, often people recall stories of learning and growth, joy
and sadness, challenge and triumph. Many also recall stories of survival. All of the
characters in Rememberin

tuff feel it is important to tell their experiences. But to

whom are they telling their story? Is it the unseen adult figure that is expected to give
approval or understanding? Is it to a peer or a diary entry? For each character it is
different, depending on their level of maturity and self-awareness. And the story is not
only told-it is dramatized. Through the dramatic action we hold time, place and
characters frozen in time, to invite reflection, meaning and understanding. Often teens are
accused of being too dramatic, but in Remember in' tuff they are given license to tum
their lives into Greek tragedy--when appropriate--and tell their own stories with details
and feelings from the depths of their souls.
Given Circumstances
As the play is examined, the reader will see its merit for these specific students,
and how their particular life circumstances allow them to relate to this play.
Geographical Location
The action of Rememberin' Stuff is set in the performance area of a drama
classroom. This production ofRememberin' Stuff is set at Brookhurst Junior High
School in Anaheim, a 46-square mile city located in Southern California, with a
population of 340,000 (City-data.com). Tourism and entertainment are the dominant
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industries, with Disneyland, Knott's Berry Farm, the Angels baseball team and the
Mighty Ducks hockey team making Anaheim their home.
The median resident age is 30.3 years (City-data.com), which can be interpreted
to mean that the parents of the students became mothers and fathers at a young age. This
is confirmed when parents at school functions appear to be substantially younger than the
faculty.
Date: year, season, time of day
The time is the present. It is after school, late spring, and this influences the
costume choice of short-sleeved shirts, and pants or shorts. The average temperature in
Anaheim is in the 70s. Flashback sequences begin from the age of six (Thanksgiving) up
to 16 (The Drivers Test), and take place at various times of the year. Seasonal and time
changes are reflected with clothing and props.
Economic Environment
The school population at Brookhurst Junior High School is 57.5% Latino, 24.6%
White and 8.4% Asian, with over 27% English Language Learners. The median income
for a household in the city is $47,122. The percentage of students on free or reduced
lunch is 86% (AUHSD).
The demographics of our cast will reflect the school population. The majority of
characters come from poor and/or multicultural homes. This will be reflected by a multiethnic cast, and through wardrobe choices. Some characters wear new, smart styles;
others will have hand-me-downs and Goodwill clothing.
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History of the Play
One way to uncover meaning is to get an idea of what motivated the playwright.
Clues can be found by exploring what was happening in the playwright's world during
the time the play was written.
The year the play was written, 1996, was an election year, and the Internet was
beginning to play a major role in reshaping political activity (Borchelt). William
Jefferson Clinton was re-elected to the presidency.
Violence began to appear in the daily life of Americans with the bombing of
Olympic Park during the Olympic Games in Atlanta. The Unibomber was arrested. Lyle
and Eric Menendez were convicted of killing their parents. The O.J. Simpson murder trial
began. JonBenet Ramsey was found murdered in her parents' basement. United Nations
inspectors searched Iraq for weapons of mass destruction.
Scientific discoveries abounded when possible evidence of extraterrestrial life
was assumed with the discovery of a meteorite thought to originate from Mars, and there
was an indication of water found on one of Jupiter's moons. Dolly the sheep was cloned
(Nationmaster.com).
In 1996 teenagers may have felt overwhelmed at the incredible amount of change
going on in the world, and wondered where, if anywhere, did they fit. Although this
historical canvas provides the play's original background there are no textual problems in
setting it in today's climate, as the trials and tribulations of adolescents are ongoing.
Political Environment
The topics addressed in Remernberin' Stuff demonstrate that children are victims
in a paternalistic, capitalistic society. "Uncle Jack" was beloved by the family, and no
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one knew that he was taking sexual advantage of his niece. While talking of the
molestation, Ashley feels helpless, and unable to relate this experience to anyone else. In
"Food Stamps" Biff tries to protect his mother from the taunts of other grocery store
customers when they complain of her food choices: fresh orange juice and frosted cereal.
Dawn finds comfort in an overstuffed chair as she overhears her parents talk of divorce,
cringing when she hears her mother and grandfather talk of splitting up the household.
Carol wishes she was adopted so that she could go back to her real parents-a couple she
has idealized into the perfect family. Brad talks about losing his friend to a self-inflicted
gunshot wound while playing around with the father's gun, and wonders if it really was
an accident. Several students memorialize a friend who died of anorexia; a friend who
felt that she had no control in her life.
A study was conducted by the 8th grade students at St. Mary's All Grade School
and found the issues that most concerned teens today included drugs, peer pressure, teen
pregnancy, bullying, suicide, being popular, and depression (Simms). The teenagers I
work with come from environments that seem unimaginable from my perspective, and
yet they live day-to-day with these conflicts. "Dramatizing makes it possible to isolate an
event or to compare one event with another, to look at events that have happened to other
people in other places and times, or to look at one's own experience after the event,
within the safety of knowing that just at this moment it is not really happening"
(Heathcoate 78). Conflict is the essence of drama and also a major part oflife. By
encountering conflicts dramatically, students can attempt to understand them, and help
others to understand things from their point of view.
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Social Environment
The world of this production mirrors the world of a typical classroom. Students
put on an invisible mask to the outside world, and no one truly knows what is happening
at home. One face is shown to peers, and another revealed through inner monologues and
scene recreations.
Despite the commonality of the economic status of the characters, I plan to
impose a wide variety in the levels of social status between them. As defined by
renowned acting coach Larry Moss in his book The Intent To Live, "given
circumstances" is the term used in acting for everything the writer tells you in the script
about your character and the situation they find themselves in. Given circumstances are
the facts, the information that is not subject to debate. In Rememberin' Stuff there are a
few concrete examples in the text as to the social level of each character. However, using
these clues, the characters will be flushed out by adding additional personality traits.
•

Mark - the first time leader; wants to keep the group on task

•

Gail - the rich girl

•

Dean - class clown

•

Brad - the tough kid; involved in this project against his will, but needs the grade

•

Zeke - the follower; looks up to Dean

•

Ashley - the drama queen

•

Carol - valley girl; gum chewer

•

Jenny-the very shy girl

•

Walt - excitable

•

Jim - the shy boy
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•

Mimi - the romantic

•

Dawn - girly girl; very feminine

•

Grace - the brainy one

•

Fred - the skater

•

Biff-the mama's boy

•

Jena- the flirt

Religious Environment
One scene, "Memorial," alludes to religion. Characters gather for a private funeral
service to remember a deceased friend "without all that dreary stuff' (Harder,
Rememberin Stuff25). Clearly in this scene the characters imply that they are not
getting anything out of the family church, and hope to remember a friend through their
own service.
When talking with students in class, it was discovered that many attended church
each week, and are involved in social and theatrical functions at their places of worship.
When searching for an identity, the church can play an important part in the lives of these
young people as they seek out answers to who they are and where they fit into the world.
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Listing of Previous Action
The story begins with all characters coming together at an agreed upon time to
work on a class project. There is some horsing around and chatter backstage, and Mark
calls everyone to the stage to begin the assignment.
Rememberin' Stuff contains a certain kind of previous action, that of the
memories of the characters. Memories themselves are not actions, although they recall
actions. The audience only knows "what happened before" when an individual character
steps forward and relates the memory. The stories are only fragments of the full story,
framed by memory and context. Other characters portray lesser elements of the story and
do so as the storyteller remembers, without adding any personal bias or reaction.
There is a wide variety in the presentation of the previous action. Memories are
recreated in real time as characters talk directly to each other on the stage. In other scenes
we go back in time to recreate an event. The implication is that the recreation is really the
character telling the story, with the others picturing in their minds what is going on. In
other instances, inner monologues have the teller stepping out and talking through the
fourth wall, giving us a glimpse of the me nobody knows.
Polar Attitudes

It is difficult to describe an individual arc for each of these characters, as we are
not with any of them long enough. Each describes a memory in his or her own life; there
is seldom much information about what it was like before the event or what happened
after.
All characters are drama students, and have just come in from their last class of
the day. Some are there to fulfill the assignment; others hope that by revealing a bit of
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themselves they may be accepted by the others. Like most teens, they are searching for
who they are in the world, and how they fit in with everyone else.
The character that goes through the biggest change is Ashley, who was molested
by her uncle. This is the first time she has told her story, and by reliving the experience
she undergoes a catharsis of emotion. When recreating the event in her mind, the
molestation will be portrayed by means of a pantomime in which two additional
characters represent Uncle Jack, as a puppeteer, controlling Ashley, as a puppet. They
will wear masks and be bathed in red light while Ashley, the story-teller, narrates in
white spotlight. The masks will heighten the drama by abstracting the dreadful events
from a realistic style that would be inappropriate for teenagers to reproduce on stage,
while still creating memorable audience impact. As the play progresses, Ashley internally
transforms this sad event into a feeling of empowerment. Rather than withdrawing into
herself she is determined to become a famous actress.
The character who changes the least is Mimi. She allows herself to be beaten up
by her boyfriend because she believes this action shows he cares for her. Despite the best
advice from her friend, Grace, she ends up in the hospital. Later, we find out that she has
had a baby in her attempt to find someone to love and someone to love her in return. She
was unable to see her own importance and continues to look outward for acceptance.
All the characters believe that adult behaviors are contrary to their own. Teen
activities are portrayed as fun and personal. Mark remembers talking to the girl of his
dreams " ... jabbering away about kids' books, and remembering all the stories and the
pictures and stuff' (Harder, Rememberin' Stuff 32). Adults portray hurtful behavior, and
dismiss the thoughts of the children as unimportant. In "Brown Chair" Grandpa says to
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Dawn "Can't you see we're talking? Now go away and leave us alone, you little brat!"
(37). When Jim compares the death of his dog to the death of Aunt Emily he says of his
Aunt Nora "She's still mad at me. Aunt Nora never forgets anything" (15). Nola "wishes
my mom would just hug me, and tell me I'm pretty, and that she loves me" (17).
While I believe that teenage actors should portray age-appropriate characters, if
they are given the opportunity to imitate adults by dramatizing relationships, they can
reverse the roles usually taken, try to solve problems, and experiment with solutions in
their own lives. They can crystallize emotional reactions and possibly experience changes
in behavior and attitudes within their own home circumstances. A student who is asked to
play the role of a father must concentrate on the physical actions of the father he wants to
portray. The student can then begin to explore feelings and perceptions about the
character and motivations for particular actions (Mager 8).
All characters in Rememberin' Stuff create an imaginative world in which they
attempt to master reality, and in this extremely personal world try to solve real-life
problems which until now they have been unable to solve. At the conclusion of the play,
all characters agree that there is a commonality about teenage memories.
One thing is true,
Anyone, anywhere,
No matter who,
You got your memories,
Special to you,
And rememberin' stuff
Is what we all do (Harder Rememberin Stuff 40).
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Significance of the Facts in the Total Meaning of the Play
What began as a simple drama assignment has evolved into a catharsis of feeling.
Each character began with a preconceived idea of what remembering stuff means--for
some it was a dumb class assignment; others remembered a painful journey; and for still
others it was a chance to experience again a happy time in their lives.
When in the present moment, creating a memory, one is embracing the experience
of being totally alive. It is impossible to go back and replace a memory, but by relishing
in and learning from the past experience, one can move forward in life.
At the end of the play, after reliving both their own and the memories of others,
all characters realize that despite the past, it is important to continue living, to be
optimistic, and to create positive memories as a device to get through difficult times.
As the character of Mark concludes the play he says, " ... you should try to do
what you can in life to make happy memories for yourself so you'd have them to help
you through the difficult times. Sounds like a good idea to me" (39).
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Analysis of Dialogue
Writing believable, interesting dialogue is one of a writer's most important skills.
When adults write for teens the tendency can be to have the characters recite speeches
and chunks of exposition. And when the characters do talk to each other, it can be
painful, like watching someone using outdated phrases and attempting to wear the latest
hip fashions!
When first analyzing a play, it is helpful to start with the title, which can often
reveal the playwright's dominant theme. Rememberin Stuff could be slang for the more
proper "remembering things" and indicates the type of language the audience can expect
from these characters.
The choice of words in Rememberin' Stuff reflect the easy and casual
conversation of a teenager. During a personal interview with playwright Eleanor Harder,
I asked how she was able to reflect so accurately the sound of the teenage voice.
Harder: Jonathan Kirsh, who writes for the L.A. Times, lives down the
street. His wife is a family therapist and I asked her to read this. That's her
quote I gave you about these being real kids speaking with real talk. Also,
there was a group up in Mariposa who did this play. The children wrote to
me and said that this is the way real kids talk to each other.
Browne: How did you capture that?
Harder: I create characters and I listen to what they say. (Harder, Interview
7).
A good writer has an instinct for believable dialogue, and learns to make each of
the characters sound distinctly different. One way to develop an ear for dialogue is to
listen to speech patterns, both in life and on television. With the abundance of youth-
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oriented fare being broadcast today, there is a wealth of material available. Writers learn
to create a voice for a particular character that can be realized from the page and
performed by an actor. It's not just the actor's delivery--it comes down to what the writer
has provided on the page. Does the character speak in short sentences? Is there a
character that rambles? Is he or she uneducated? Does the character speak with perfect
grammar or make a lot of grammatical errors? A very stiff, very proper type of character
can be created by simply having him use unusual words that are unfamiliar to less
educated people. Other characters speak in sentence fragments and ramble when they
speak. Some characters are street characters. A playwright must know how to write the
lines (and what they mean). That's where the research comes in.
Pamela Eckert, Professor of Linguistics at Stanford, claims that adolescents are
leaders in linguistic innovation (Kim). The language they use reflects efforts to find their
place within society. She found a high correlation between various roles (for example,
"drama queens," "onlookers," "jocks," "burnouts") and certain speech patterns. Each
group exhibited unique speech patterns, but almost all adolescent speech reflected a
rebellion against socially imposed institutions (Kim).
At the beginning ofRememberiu Stuff when brainstorming ideas for scenes, the
characters speak rapidly, overlapping each other. "Oh, uh, well, a-a car!" "A
surfboard!" "Pneumonia!" "Bee sting!" "Baseball!" "A party!" "A picnic!" "Hot dogs!"
"Thanksgiving!" "Boys!" "Skiing!" (Harder, Rememberin' Stuff 4). Each is competing
with the others to get his or her ideas out.
They use slang:
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Dean: "Bummer." Biff: "Oh, yeah." Grace: "Gross!" Phil: " ... she really
pissed me off." Carol: "Huh?" (5, 7, 12, 18).
A study by linguistics expert Professor Ron Carter of Nottingham University
states that teenagers often deliberately use vague language because they do not want to
alienate people by sounding too authoritative. Words such as "like" and "sort of' are not
threatening for the listener and give the speaker thinking time (Mansell).
There are enthusiastic responses.
"Wow!" "Yeah!" "Me too!" "Same here!" "Woo wooo!" "Good!"
"Really?" "Ouch!" "Oh, yes!" "Ooh, me, too!" (Harder, Rememberin
Stuff 5, 6, 9, 16, 17, 31, 32, 37).
The short phrases and one word answers reflect a need to be included in the
conversation, even though there is no extra information being added.
In real life people often don't speak in complete sentences.
"See, uh, Mrs. Johnson-she's our drama teacher-well, she asked us to
get together, and, like, think about our memories." "I wasn't happy about
it-not being able to sell my cookies, I mean, but-". "I just slipped onon the stairs, that's all. .. I mean, I-I slipped on-". (1, 11, 21).
The use of dashes, rather than commas or complete sentences, implies that the character
is trying to get many ideas out at the same time.
When characters step out for monologues, they use longer sentences and reveal
the wandering nature of the teenage mind. While revealing inner thoughts the character
does not seem to be in any hurry, having no fear of being cut off by another voice. "Well,
Mike never took the gun to school, because-well, he was probably just fooling around
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or something, but the gun went off, and-and he shot himself' (16). "After they left,
Uncle Jack picked up the Barbie doll he'd brought me and started grinnin' and sayin'
what a great build Barbie had, and carrying on about this stupid doll" (19). "Forward and
backward, in and out, and I'm going really fast, and cars are going by me honking and
yelling at me, and all the time the werewolf is making these sort of grunting sounds, like
he's praying, or something, except he's a werewolf so he isn't" (36). However, despite
the length, characters talk using stream of consciousness rather than complete,
grammatically correct sentences. The teenage speaker is still experimenting with the
language and attempting to find a personal style of expression.
Among adolescents, two strong directions emerge: alienation from their parents
and fellowship with their own age group. It is an emotional time--one of trying new
things and developing independence. Along with that independence can come feelings of
loneliness and insecurity. These feelings may be alleviated through communication with
a friend, giving teens the feeling of acceptance. How adults and peers react to these
revelations shape how, and when, teens talk.
Analysis of Dramatic Action
The text of the play follows.
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Character Analysis
The characters are initially motivated by the desire to participate in and receive a
good grade in the drama assignment. Each realizes that doing something as a group can
often be easier and more fun than doing an assignment alone. For some characters, there
is the possibility of less work when one is part of a group. Others have a desire to excel in
the class. Yet all characters soon recognize there is a much more important gain :from
participating--the value ofrevealing a part of themselves as a means for self-exploration,
and connecting to each other. Teens are constantly looking for approval, attention, and
acceptance by others. By disclosing a personal memory, they risk losing acceptance from
the others, but are rewarded by the realization that there is a commonality between them.
The strength of will varies between them; some are extremely bold and unafraid
to step forward and reveal their memory. Others are more reluctant; but the desire to be a
part of the group and complete the assignment propels them forward.
I spoke with Ms. Harder about why it is important for these characters to reveal
their past.
Harder: Some of them were going to do this because it was part of the
assignment. The boy whose birthday is part of Thanksgiving is sharing
that with the other kids, and he's just doing his assignment. But that
triggers something in another student's mind--something he doesn't want
to reveal, but is living through again. The memories retum--something that
was very big and traumatic. The food fights were funny, but another boy
remembers quite a different time, when it wasn't funny.
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Browne: I teach junior high and feel I know kids pretty well. They want to
be accepted and they all want to be the same. So by revealing something
about themselves maybe they're trying to touch someone else in the group
saying Hey this happened to me, what do you think? Did this happen to
you? There are two levels, really. Because the kids who are doing the
inner monologues aren't telling the rest of the group, but they're telling
the audience. So there's that connection there. Maybe you'll accept me
and I'll accept you and like you.
Harder: Right.
Browne: Did you think about that?
Harder: Yes, they are communicating with someone. They are getting it
out. Timidly, sometimes, like the boy with the food stamps. But he speaks
because it is hurting him (Harder, Interview 11 ).
Some may liken this release to a form of psychodrama, which is a form of acting
out past and present problems. "The speaker sees that there may be other ways than his
own of reacting to a given situation, and as he tries them out on stage, he begins to
understand his effect on people around him" (Duke 4 7-48). Having no background in
psychology and sociology, the aim is for personal growth through an educational
experience, rather than using the analytic technique practiced by specialists.
The playwright and I discussed who these characters might be talking to. At the
top of the show Mark comes out and addresses the audience, implying that the characters
know the audience is out there, but then it is never referred to again. Ms. Harder likens
the audience to a therapist, and the characters are revealing something to someone who
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will not tell anyone else on that stage. By revealing a personal moment, there is a
psychological release, similar to talking to a therapist, or someone you trust very much
(Harder, Interview 12). The strengths and weaknesses of the characters are laid bare for
everyone to see.
Examining each character, an attempt was made to find a spoken line that
represented that person, as well as a descriptor for the character. In the past there has
been great success in creating characters with 12 and 13 year old actors when giving
them a mental image that they can imitate. Acting teacher Lee Strasberg said that
" ... what is needed is a situation that will animate the participants and thus reveal them"
(Stenhouse 34). In class we work with deeply breathing in the characteristics of objects,
animals, weather, and then seeing how the body reacts. For example, mimicking a
tornado would create a character that moves quickly, loudly, and with force.
Following are character breakdowns created based on the script. A combination of
spoken lines, descriptors, and images will help the actor with physicality. Each element
generates a specific response, and helps actors to identify character qualities using
various sensory perceptions. This provides actors a starting base as they create their
characters.
•

Mark is a good student. This is his first opportunity to be a leader and he is
determined to make a good job of it. He is, however, not used to being in charge
and feels uncomfortable in the role. As students begin revealing their memories,
he joins in at last and tells of the time he fell in love with the girl in his English
class. He desires to be noticed by Debbie, and does everything he can to get her
attention: participating in class, acting out a love scene, even dropping a textbook
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on her foot. His physical appearance is neat and tidy, and he often walks with his
attention on something other than the environment around him. "Well, I'm
standing there, remembering how I really liked those books when I was a little
kid" (Harder, Rememberin' tuff 30). Descriptor: focused and lovesick. Image: a
tall, wooden stick.
•

Gail is one of the few students in the class whose family has money. Her
appearance shows the financial status of her family, and she wears sparkly
jewelry--real gems of course. Her stance is often posed, and her voice is strong.
She is used to being listened to. However, she wants to be part of the group, and
her story of falling apart during her driving test brings her to their level.
Descriptor: snobbish and distant. However, when she is taking her test she is
crazed and hysterical. "Right there in my mom's '89 Grand Am! A werewolf1 I
had to get out of there ... fast!" (35). Image: a tall tree that gets caught in a storm.

•

Dean is the class clown. He can perform a variety of voices and characters, and
never misses an opportunity to show off. He and pal Zeke remember the time of
their marathon argument, which is picked up and continued throughout the show.
He wants to win this quarrel! His clothing is oversized and slightly wrinkled. His
movement reflects his mood at the moment. He runs, walks to a beat, and bops.
Descriptor: talkative, and laughing. "Did not" (24). Image: a hula hoop.

•

Brad is a tough kid. He acts like he is participating in the assignment against his
will, but actually he wants to be part of something, to belong. His secret is
revealed to be an experience with guns, and a dead best friend. He is dressed in
dark colors, walks with his hands in his pockets and rarely gives eye contact to
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others. Descriptor: dark and moody. "What I don't like are guns. Never did. They
scare me. 'Course I never let on to Mike how I felt" (16). Image: a black hole.
•

Zeke is always the second banana. He is a follower, and always ready to go with
the crowd. He wants to be seen as the "go-to guy" that is willing to help out.
Throughout the show he gets the props and costume pieces for the others. He
looks up to Dean, and enthusiastically joins in on reincarnating the marathon
argument. He is always moving, and walks with a decided bounce. Descriptor:
jumping and animated. "Did too" (24). Image: a bouncing ball.

•

Ashley is a drama queen. Everything is about her and the future she will have as
an actress. She portrays herself as confident, entering with big movements,
commanding the area she is in. She wants to be seen as important and in control.
Unbeknown to all, she was molested by her uncle. This is the one thing she could
never express or dramatize. She pushes the pain deeper into her soul. She is a
survivor, and makes the best of the situation she is in. During her monologue her
decorum changes from being in control to withdrawn. As she comes to the end of
her story we see the original Ashley begin to return and she is once again the
actress. Descriptor: at first dramatic, then quiet and remote, returning to
spectacular and affected. "I hit him and yelled for him to leave me alone!" (20).
"But I stayed inside, watching the ice cream melt" (20). Image: a tornado, then a
soft rainfall.

•

Carol comes from a family where she just doesn't fit in, so she has replaced her
home life with friends from school, and is anxious to be a part of the group. She
reveals her feelings about her parents, wishing that she was adopted, and that her
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mother did too. Her decorum is one of a tough girl, strutting about the room and
chewing gum. When telling her story she is full of attitude, but becomes a little
girl when revealing what her mother said to her. She is an unloved daughter
whose mother wishes she had never been born. But once back in the group she
returns to the tough girl image she tries so hard to project. Descriptor: tough and
non-caring." ... because I wasn't adopted, and there weren't any wonderful real
parents out there somewhere for me" (14). Image: a peacock, first with the tail
open, and later with the tail closed.
•

Jenny is very shy. She sits on the sidelines and watches the others, but would
never actually participate, yet wants to be seen as special and recognized by the
group. Jenny's body posture is small and withdrawn. She keeps her head down
and her eyes dart up and around to catch what is going on, but doesn't want others
to see her looking at them, and feels that she is the only nobody there. She wishes
someone would tell her she is beautiful. Descriptor: invisible and shy. " ... maybe
they'd think I was-somebody special. Because sometimes I think I am, even if
other people don't" (18). Image: a mouse.

•

Walt is always "on" and loves being in the limelight. He wants to be an actor,
telling of the time he first got on stage and how everything went wrong. He is
boisterous and big in his movements. Descriptor: larger-than-life and loud.
" ... and I'm sitting there, hearing this magical sound coming up to me over the
footlights, and it's-it's like nothing I ever heard before. And right then I'm
hooked. Totally" (39). Image: a lightening storm.
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•

Jim is the youngster of the group, and tries desperately to show the others he is
old enough to hang out with them. He first relates his feelings about
Thanksgiving, and throwing food at his cousin. Later he tells how devastated he
was when his dog, Skipper, died. He is in conflict over feeling pain from the death
of his dog, and not feeling anything when his aunt dies. He felt so much pain
when Skipper passed on, that he never wanted to feel that pain again. When his
aunt died he pushed the pain away and refused to feel anything. While the same
age as everyone else, Jim is younger emotionally than the others, and still very
attached to his childhood-a time when there was no pain. His dress and manner
are those of a child. Descriptor: naive and immature. "I don't want turkey! I hate
turkey! It's my birthday and I want a hot dog!" (7). "I remember when Skipper
died, it was the saddest day of my life. I just cried and cried, and I thought I'd
never stop" (15). Image: a toddler.

•

Mimi is a real romantic. All she desires in life is to be loved. She finds herself in
an abusive relationship with her boyfriend, and later with a baby and living as a
single mother. She is overwhelmed with the responsibility of having a son. All her
actions and speeches support her objective to find someone to love her
unconditionally. She finds out that many things in life don't quite turn out as
expected. Descriptors: wanting and yearning. "I understand that Ben is the only
person who's ever really loved me, and that makes me feel like I'm important"
(22). "Cuz if he's jealous, well, then I know he loves me" (23). "And I remember
thinkin' that ifl had a baby, I'd always have somebody to love and somebody
who'd love me" (29). Image: flypaper.
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•

Dawn is a real "girly girl". She likes dressing up and wearing makeup, and
constantly checks herself in the mirror. Her family is divorcing, and she escapes
into her vanity. Later, when overhearing of her parents' plans she hides behind the
brown chair. She is angry with her grandfather and mother because she feels her
father is being short-changed. She wants her family to stay together. Descriptor:
conceited, and later, scared. "But it would be nice, wouldn't it, if everyone felt
okay enough to stop hiding and come out from behind their brown chairs?" (37).
Image: a cat.

•

Grace is the brainy one of the bunch. She knows a lot, and is not afraid to take
charge in order to get things done. She remembers trying to talk her friend out of
an abusive relationship. Grace uses facts and emotions in order to convince her
friend. She walks and moves strongly, with purpose. Everything she does furthers
her desire to be the first woman president. Descriptor: intelligent and a go-getter.
"No, I understand. You don't, or you wouldn't put up with this crap. You'd say
'I'm important, and I deserve to be treated like I'm important!"' (22). Image:
battle tank.

•

Fred is a sports nut. He loves the outdoors. He wants to be recognized as a great
athlete, and he tells of a special teacher who convinced him to stay in school. His
body is constantly in motion as he physically relives great skateboard tricks and
basketball moves. Descriptor: jumping and darting. "She's the only teacher I ever
had who'd get really mad at me and get on my case when I goofed up-or thought
about droppin' out" (12). Image: a jumping bean.
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•

Biff is very devoted to his mother. Despite their poor economic circumstances he
stands by her when they are using food stamps. He wants to rise above his
conditions. Around the other kids he is embarrassed by his shabby clothing and
tries to make himself invisible. Descriptor: timid and quiet. "I did remember what
she told me. I always will, because you just don't forget something like that" (9).
Image: oozing mud.

•

Jena is everyone's best friend. Despite moving around a lot with her family as
they look for work, she doesn't let circumstances keep her down. She wants to
find the good in every situation. Jena moves with grace and ease, always full of
energy and fun, and is lively--able to deflect the advances of the boys without
hurting their feelings. But there is one boy she liked, and she remembers getting
her first valentine from him. She has a terrible first day on the baseball mound.
With persistence and some coaching from her uncle she dives in and hits the ball.
Descriptor: energetic and carbonated. "To me it was the most beautiful valentine I
had ever seen" (17). Image: a glass of soda pop.
As actors discover how a character moves and thinks, a more believable portrayal

is achieved. Since an audience can only know what they see and hear about a character,
physicality is very important. Physical traits can easily make a character more interesting
or funny. The more the actor knows and feels, the more precise will be the choices, and
the more real the character will be to both the actor and to the audience.
Actors are encouraged to find movements that vary their use of the space on
stage. For example, sometimes the body will change direction either forward, backward
or sideways. Other times the body level will change from low to medium or high (the
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platforms on the set will help with this). Actors need to be aware of how close or far they
stand from the other characters, which will reveal additional information about how they
feel about themselves and others.
Rememberin' Stuff is different from most other plays in that the characters do not
have much interaction with each other, so it is difficult to glean information about a given
character based on what others say about him or her. Certain personality types are
described for each character, loosely based on the type of monologue or scene they are
remembering. There is minimal character arc during the play, but it is possible to
understand how each character became as they are by examining what happened in the
past.
Browne: Do you think that these characters change at all from the
beginning to the end.
Harder: Well, we're not with them long enough to know what happens. I
think some of them do. Some of them learn.
Browne: Maybe after the play is over. Things are happening when they go
back to class (Harder, Interview 10).

At Brookhurst, theatre students are encouraged to push past the point of
embarrassment and self-consciousness to express true feelings. Often they refuse to fully
commit, "winking" at the audience to let them know that it's not really happening and it's
all a joke. They want to tip off the other kids that it's not important and not real.
However, by helping the actor with subtext and using his imagination to find interesting
meaning behind the words, the body will respond and the actor will be in the moment.
The actor will give all his attention to the physical action and to what his imagination is
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able to build around it. "When an actor brings everything he does to the maximum of
truthfulness, connects his mind and his body, and feels as if he were doing it in real life,
he enters a state of' I am,' where he merges with his role" (Moore 3 3). Some students
shrink from a character, while others over-act, enjoying the freedom that drama brings. In
either case, by concentrating the actor's attention on believing what he is doing, the actor
will merge with his role and develop a relationship with the other actors as well as the
audience, without feeling the need to step outside of the role and reveal himself.
Recognizing the different levels of acting and life experience, Rememberin' Stuff
will be cast through auditions, rather than including all interested students as in previous
productions. The school play is the art form of educational drama and theatre, and should
be performed by those who are ready to perform and are motivated to express themselves
through their chosen art form (Landy 80). I am already casting this play in my head, and
have started encouraging my top actors to audition. As the students train themselves to
think, feel, talk and move with insight and confidence, they will make the characters
believable and moving to the audience.
Ideas of the Play
The main idea ofRememberin' Stuff is that we all have memories--some are good
and some are bad. The characters realize that their experiences are simultaneously unique
yet common to all. Hearing stories different from their own opens their eyes to alternative
ways of living and thinking. Holding Rememberin' Stuff together is the idea that each
student is trying to remember something and contribute to the school assignment.
Browne: How did you select the topics?
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Harder: They just came to me. I can remember days playing baseball and
not liking the girl who always did a wood chop. The publisher said we
should do something about girl scout cookies. I saw on PBS something
about a girl's boyfriend being upset because she hadn't worn his jacket,
and that just triggered the other piece. The gun came out of all the
problems we've had lately in the schools. We've all had a relative who
only said 'Sit up and eat the potatoes' (Harder, Interview 6) ... The boy
with the food stamps, for example. I got in on part of the depression when
I was a teenager, and in a small town you were very much aware of what's
going on in that sort of situation. I remember one of my best friends telling
me how her family had to go on relief, and how embarrassed she was
about that. These things stay with you, and you remember some of the
things you heard about or were part of. (8)
As a writer, Ms. Harder hoped that by having the actors say these specific lines,
and reveal these specific stories, the hopes, dreams and problems of today's teenagers
would be heard by adults.
Harder: Look and listen please. We can't tell you in so many words but
we'll tell you through our play. If parents are there and seeing the
confusion or the problems, they are seeing that these kids have feelings.
Browne: I'm glad you said that because it's something I've thought also. I
think a lot of adults think of kids as children, and they have to be taken
care of, and don't really have opinions. They graduate from high school
and now all of a sudden they're supposed to know everything and there's
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been no 'something' in the middle; no chance to really explain themselves
or communicate or relate how they feel with these problems that feel like
life or death at the time. (17)
For the actors, portraying these characters could help them personally as well.
Harder: I would hope that it helps some of these young people in some
way. If they've had a similar problem, they were amused by something,
frightened about taking a driving test--they could relate to it. Sometimes
the more serious kids don't always verbalize what they're feeling. (5)
Young people normally do not have a lot of life experience from which to draw.
All experiences are new, and often seem larger than life. Ms. Harder hoped to send a
message from the characters to the audience that what is happening right now isn't
everything.
Harder: High school is often a very bad experience for a lot of kids. But
that's not the end. That's what I was hoping to get across--that things do
change. One of them says, how do I know it's going to get better. You
don't. It's going to be different. So let's see what it is. I wanted to be
upbeat as much as I could to give them hope and an identity with
somebody else or another problem. (10)
Audience members might feel comfort as they hear their story being told by
someone on stage. They may not be connected enough to their private life to ever dream
of telling someone else about what happened to them, but hearing it told by an actor on
stage may offer some release. It is beneficial to the audience to see others like them in an
empowered position on stage. The actor is telling the story to an audience of, say, one
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hundred, but in reality is actually telling it for the girl in the third row. An audience
member identifies with a character, and after the curtain call the play has a lasting effect.
Many of the stories told in Rememberin Stuff revolve around milestone family
events: divorce, incest, holiday gatherings, and adoption.
Harder: The girl who wishes she were adopted certainly is not happy with
her family. I'm sure there are a lot of kids who feel that way. Most of them
go through that briefly ...
Browne: The teenage rebellion.
Harder: Yes. There is the boy who is adopted and very happy about it.
You get all kinds of families. For instance, with the anorexic girl, I had the
feeling that her family was trying to hide this and keep people away from
the whole thing.
Browne: I think the family had a very formal service for this girl. The kids
wanted to do it without all that dreary stuff.
Harder: They wanted their own service.
Browne: A lot of the memories revolve around families in some way.
Harder: Right. The girl who talks about her Uncle Jack is protecting her
mother because her mother thinks the world of this brother. The girl
doesn't want to hurt her mother. The girl may never say anything.
Browne: That could be considered conflict in the play. The pain versus the
love.
Harder: That's her conflict.
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Browne: Or even the kid with the animal, Skippy. There's the pain from
the loss of the dog and the unconditional love you're supposed to have for
your family.
Harder: He's being as honest as he can. He didn't like the aunt as much as
he liked the dog. It's as simple as that. (15-16)
We talked about remembrances and selective memory.
Browne: Have adults lost something that they should be remembering? Do
you think that adults have discarded perspectives about what matters in
life?
Harder: Yes, I think we forget the child in us. I think we've lost some of
the fun, the innocence, and the pleasure in the very simple things. I think
we sometimes put our priorities in the wrong area.
Browne: You said you remember very vividly your junior high days but I
think most people don't, and they forget that angst that they went through
in the teenage years, in high school.
Harder: Very clearly. (22)
While adult actors are able to summon up specific emotions through sense
memory, young actors may find this difficult as they do not have a lot of life experience.
So how can they know about the emotions and feelings of others? Psychologist Carl
Jung's theory of the collective unconscious states that the unconscious mind contains the
entire spiritual and cultural knowledge known to all men. We are constantly
communicating information passed down through our ancestors, as well as information
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passed along through our acquaintances, friends, relatives and from ourselves (Jeffries).
Ms. Harder and I discussed Jung's concept of the collective unconscious.
Browne: Jung talked about the idea of a collective unconscious, where we
don't remember just today, but we also remember things from a hundred
years ago.
Harder: I believe that.
Browne: Do you think this is evident anywhere in Rememberin Stuff. in
the subjects they talk about?
Harder: I do think we have a collective unconscious, in which we have
built up over the centuries a certain reaction to things which unfortunately
sometimes are very negative, like wars. Yes, I think there is a collective
unconscious. I suppose the girl who is pregnant felt that she wanted this
[the baby] very much because it would solve her problems, and she finds
that it does not solve her problems, it just increases them
Browne: So these are the same problems that have plagued us-Harder: In one way or another, if not the specific things such as wanting a
baby, but wanting something. Like the Chinese say, just hope that you
don't get your wish. You might get it (Harder, Interview 22-23).
When adults look back on their teenage years it is not unusual for them to have a
mixed reaction of pleasant and painful recollections. This is a very unsettling period and
involves a variety of changes in bodies, social status, and attitudes. In a few short years
children become very different people. At this time, adolescents need supportive
guidance, encouraging them as they take their first creative steps. When studying theatre,
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students learn discipline, team spirit, and the value of working together. As Ms. Harder
explains, "you learn about the art of giving yourself to an audience, giving something
back, giving something to them. Making them laugh, or moving them with something.
It's just a most amazing experience" (20).
Playing is a child's way of learning-about the thing or person being played, and
even about the child him or herself. Play can lead to greater curiosity, and perhaps even
the study of and respect for others. Besides being a great way for actors to examine or
analyze a character and compare it with that of others, Rememberin' Stuff reminds
participants, both students and audience members, that things can change, that wounds
can heal, and that people can be forgiven.
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Summary of Past Productions
Since being published in 1996, Rememberin Stuff has been performed numerous
times every year throughout the United States and Canada. Ms. Harder keeps royalty
statements from Pioneer Drama Service, and the evidence of performances done extended
through several pages for each quarter. This piece is performed primarily by educational
and church groups, and not surprisingly there is no analyses or reviews. However,
through internet searches, several schools were contacted who have presented
Rememberin' Stuff.
In her first year of teaching at Rustburg High School in Virginia, Laura Meyer
produced the show, but gave direction of the play to a student, assisting only in creating
stage pictures. The cast was frustrated and unenthusiastic with the project, but persisted.
"The students did a wonderful job in the end", said Ms. Meyer (Meyer). She selected
Rememberin' Stuff because she liked that it was "a play within a play" format. She hoped
that each audience member would find something they could relate to and thus become
really involved in the story (Meyer).
In South Dakota, teacher Virginia Anderson was concerned about the heavy
nature of the play. She cut several monologues, and used scenes from a similar show
called Family Album, which had much lighter scenes in it (Anderson). Usually making
these types of changes would not be considered appropriate or legal, but the playwright
clearly states in the script introduction "if the producing director wishes to omit certain
scenes because of time or material that might be controversial, permission will be
granted" (Harder, Rememberin ' Stuff iii).
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When Dana Brazil produced the show at Everett High School in Michigan, she
wanted a simple set and a big cast. "I'm trying to build a program. The more kids the
better. I also want kids to understand the theater process and what it means to be a part of
theater" (Kariim). She was tough on her kids, and those who missed a rehearsal were
released from the show. "People think that theater is all fun and games. They don't know
the discipline that's behind it" (Kariim). Students spoke of a new sense of pride in their
school. Cast member Brittney Alden said, "I used to be afraid to talk up in class. I take
chances a lot more now" (Kariim).
Ms. Harder was quite pleased with the reaction to Brazil's production. "As I recall
she said that a lot of those students were not fond of school; it brought them out. The
whole business of theatre, not just doing my play, but doing something and being
applauded--that has nothing to do with what I wrote, but just that experience in itself'
(Harder, Interview 19).
The play has been presented across the United States, and won awards in local
dramatic competitions. In 2001 the South Dakota State One-Act Play Festival named
Rememberin' Stuff a "Superior Rated Play" (iHigh.com). A Supporting Actor award was
given to an ensemble member ofRememberin Stuff by the Northern Virginia Theatre
Alliance in 2002 in the production from the Center For the Arts/Pied Piper Theatre
(Kennedy).
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Playwright Information
Eleanor Harder grew up in a small town nestled in the rolling green hills and lush
woods of Eastern Iowa. It was the kind of town where she knew just about everyone, as
well as a good deal about what was going on in their lives behind closed doors. She later
discovered that this was a rich source of dramatic material.
In his spare time, my father directed the local community theater, and
when I wasn't playing baseball or building snow forts or practicing the
piano, I would attend rehearsals with him. I was too shy to perform, until
age 13 when I was given a marionette and cardboard stage for my
birthday. I wrote a script for the marionette, and with a piano accompanist
in tow, soon went about giving performances at schools, hospitals, clubs,
and even the State Insane Asylum (Harder, "The Magic of Laughter").
During one of her puppet performances, Ms. Harder noticed a little girl in the
back row huddled down at her desk. Her straw-colored hair was uncombed, her thin
cotton dress too light for the wintry day, and her shoes were oversized rubbers stuffed
with newspapers. But mostly Eleanor noticed how sad she looked.
I knew I wanted to-no, had to, make her laugh. And as the performance
went on and my marionette danced and cavorted and made his planned
blunders, the little girl was soon in the aisle, jumping up and down,
laughing and clapping her hands. I'd made her laugh! I never forgot how
magical that moment was (Harder, "The Magic of Laughter").
During World War II, the Harder family moved to Los Angeles, and Eleanor
signed up to perform with a touring USO troupe. Her writing career began when she was
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asked to write a musical to put on in the afternoon for families with children, along the
lines of "Cinderella" and "Sleeping Beauty". She was also expected to perform in the
piece, and knowing that she was more of a character actress than a Disney princess,
Annabelle Broom, The Unhappy Witch was born.
I figured that you tried to do the very best you could. In other words, not
writing down because they were children or smaller creatures. If you're
making a dress for a child you don't make it less, you just make it smaller.
And in a sense that's what I did. The standards we had, no matter whether
we were writing for adults or children, were generally better because you
had a mix in the audience, writing split level. Something for the children,
and the adults that bring them (Harder, Interview 2).
Annabelle Broom, The Unhappy Witch was written in 1952, and Ms. Harder has
never received a royalty statement that did not include this title. It has been performed
around the world for over 50 years.
Eleanor and her husband Ray, with whom she frequently collaborates, began
working together while they were students at UCLA. A graduate in Theatre and Music,
Eleanor taught in the UCLA Writers' Program where she was awarded "Outstanding
Teacher of the Year". She has won several international play contests, and been honored
by the Authors and Celebrities Forum and the Los Angeles Board of Education for her
contributions to literature and music for family audiences. A member of The Dramatists
Guild, Actors' Equity, AFTRA, ASCAP and PEN, Ms. Harder has also written a
children's novel, stories for Hanna-Barbera TV Productions, filmstrips for CBS and
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stories and music for Mattel Toys (MTI). As an author, composer, and lyricist Harder has
written over 20 plays and musicals.
Today, Ms. Harder has not forgotten how it all began. "We all need some laughter
in our lives, so when I write, I try never to forget that sad little girl with the uncombed
hair who finally laughed" (Harder, "The Magic of Laughter").
She and her husband have two married children, Dan and Julie, and three
grandchildren, and they live in Los Angeles with their faithful dog friends.
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List of Leaming Goals and Student Outcomes
In educational drama, the goal is to create an experience through which students
may come to understand human interactions, identify with other people and alternative
points of view. Studying drama can be more demanding than any other area of the
curriculum because it requires individuals to stretch their known worlds; yet it offers
strong and rewarding learning experiences unlike any other part of the curriculum. Drama
provides a release from the strait-jacket of academic learning-it's fun!
So much of school is based on memorizing information and learning stock skills.
Schools emphasize the need to learn factual information. The passing or failing of
courses is predicated on the ability to master or memorize certain bits of information
(Duke 9). Educational objectives include developing the basic skills of reading, writing,
arithmetic, science, and social studies; developing and maintaining good mental and
physical health; growth in the ability to think; clarifying values, and verbalizing beliefs
and hopes; developing an understanding of beauty; growing creatively (Mccaslin 5-6).
Certainly the inclusion of drama in the curriculum would not meet all of these objectives,
but many goals of modern education and drama are shared. The fostering of creative
expression in learning jogs students out of passive acceptances and mechanical routines;
it makes familiar things different and worth noticing, provides new devices for thought,
and encourages experimentation (Duke 13). The creative approach to education should be
directed toward making students alert, curious, responsive, and independent individuals.
In a world bombarded with crises and decision-making, society needs adults who can feel
free to think and act for themselves. A strong arts foundation builds creativity,
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concentration, problem-solving, coordination, self-discipline, punctuality, responsibility,
and cooperation.
All four of the major language arts are involved in creative drama: listening,
speaking, reading, and writing. Drama provides varied opportunities for children to use
language in an exciting and experimental way, thus increasing vocabulary and developing
an interest in oral communication (Evans 47).
To those who say that a drama class is nothing more than playing, an answer lies
with the words of Richard Courtney; "Play is the principal instrument of growth. Without
play there can be no normal adult cognitive life; without play, no healthful development
of affective life; without play, no full development of the power of will" (Mccaslin 8).
Drama is an opportunity to develop the imagination and push beyond the boundaries of
the here and now; to project oneself into another situation or the life of another person,
understanding subtext and layers of meaning. By rehearsing new ideas and values, he can
imagine new possibilities and social rules.
When I spoke with Ms. Harder, I asked how she thought the actors would react to
the material.
The kids in the cast? I think they might change. They did in Paducah,
Kentucky. The community bonded together. It's incredible what's
happened. In Paducah the girls were out in a parking lot. They started
talking to each other ... There were factions in the school, and when they
spoke it seemed to break down the barriers, because they could relate to it.
A lot of those students were not fond of school and it brought them
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out ... the whole business of theatre, not just my play, but doing something
and being applauded (Harder, Interview 19).
Having done the research on the benefits of educational drama, I thought about
what I wanted my students to learn in this particular production, and came up with the
following learning goals and measurable outcomes.
To work as a team

To memorize lines
To understand subtext
To problem solve
To be responsible

To learn self-discipline

To make new friends
To stimulate the imagination

To develop reading and vocabulary skills

To improve speaking skills
To build personal character
To develop responsibility in the use of
props
To develop strong focus

To trust their artistic impulses
To be aware of their position on the stage
in relation to others

Students will be supportive of each other,
with only positive, constructive comments
allowed; no negative evaluations
Students will be off book by a
predetermined date
Students will be able to state what the
character is thinking at any given time
Students will choreograph transitions
between scenes for maximum effect
Students will show up for rehearsals, on
time, and ready to work; Students and
parents will sign a contract
Students will work on their own to learn
lines; in rehearsal down time they will run
lines or rehearse
Students will work with actors from class
periods other than their own
Students will portray people who are
different from themselves and imagine
outcomes beyond the script
Students to read script aloud in the readthru, and on own look up any unclear
words
Students to present lines in clear,
enunciated language
Students are to avoid detentions and honor
the commitment to be at required rehearsals
Students will check props before the show,
and not disturb the props of others
Students will not acknowledge the
audience during performance, except when
appropriate
Students will find new movements and
expression as they continue rehearsals
Students will balance the stage picture for a
beautiful and realistic visual presentation
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The greatest value of a production is the team work involved in it. The whole
enterprise, from rehearsal to performance, is a series of interconnected activities, and the
whole stands or falls by the strengths of the cast and crew. Every time one person drops
out the entire team is obliged to pick up the slack. The work load is still there and has to
be carried by others. In theatre an actor may say "I only have a small part, I don't need to
be here", but by missing rehearsals the other cast members miss out on practicing their
timing, cues, etc. Working as an ensemble, and supporting and trusting each other, is a
valuable end reward.
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Post-Production Materials
Production Diary
Thursday 3/10/05
Passed out scripts to Advanced Drama. As my class was already set up for the Beginning
Drama show, we arranged the chairs into a large circle. I did not cast anyone, students
read the roles as they came up. Some of the students had checked out the script and read
beforehand, knowing what roles they wanted to read.
I made a big speech about how important this project was going to be, and that it was the
biggest and best thing Brookhurst had ever done. When I mentioned that the playwright
would be coming they got very excited!
I did not anticipate the thrill I got when the reading began. Hearing the words aloud, and
the reaction of the listeners, was very exciting. We were unable to finish the last few
pages, but the kids were very excited about the script and took home the Audition
Contract and Rehearsal Schedules.
Monday 3/14/05
Read script with three Beginning Drama classes. The students are very excited and are
sharing my enthusiasm for this project. Many took the audition contract and rehearsal
schedule at the end of the class period. Am getting a lot of ideas as I read and hear the
script.
Tuesday 3/15/05
Read the script with the last two Beginning Drama classes. I found it interesting that
some students raised their hands to read at the beginning of the reading, but as we got
into it many more wanted to take part. Throughout the reading every student was
involved, and I found it very exciting that they seemed to relate to the stories being told.
After school a lot of kids showed up to pick up the audition monologues. Can't wait to
see how it all goes tomorrow!
Wednesday 3/16/05
Wonderful tum out for the first day of auditions. I am surprised at the number of students
who are trying out. Range is from students who don't say much in class to the extroverts.
Thursday 3/17/05
Another huge group of actors. I am thrilled at the students who show up - and amazed at
who does show up. Kids I didn't think were that interested in acting are here to try out. I
am finding it harder that usual to do these auditions. Advanced Drama is the performance
class and they do all the shows. Usually I just give the roles out to students and rarely do
they have to go through the audition process,. Now that the play is open to both
Beginning and Advanced classes I am looking at more actors. This is very different than
working in community theatre. When conducting professional auditions I only have five
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minutes with each actor. Now I am reading actors that I have known for many, many
months, and it is impossible to cast any actor based on their audition alone because I am
thinking about their class work and previous performances. Also, I am considering each
personality. The school secretary asked me how Eric R. did in his audition yesterday,
telling me that he was so nervous about it. Dy Ian H. is looking forward to making acting
a career. When his partner dropped out of the Beginning Drama show two weeks ago, his
mother called me and asked ifthere was something else he could do in the show. Dylan
deserves to be in Rememberin' Stuff1 So as I look at each actor I am basing my decision
not only on their audition, but also on past performances, as well as their energy,
enthusiasm and commitment to the project.
Friday 3/18/05
I had told students that I would post the cast list outside the classroom after lunch, but I
had many arrive before school asking about it. Even though I have pretty much decided
on who I want, I was waiting to audition one girl at lunch who had been out of school the
past week for a dance competition in Florida. When I saw her before school she told me
that she would be available for all rehearsals, but when she arrived at lunch she told me
that there was only a couple of days each week that she could come! No audition needed.
Also, the boy I had decided to cast as Dean showed up before school and told me that
even though his mother had signed the contract guaranteeing attendance at rehearsals, she
had changed her mind due to his grades and would not allow him to be in the show.
Geez! We haven't even started yet and people are being flakey! !!
Did the "post and run" at lunch, hiding in my room. I was thrilled to overhear "I got it!"
and "Yeah!", but also had one girl say "Why did you give my part to her?" Throughout
the afternoon actors arrived in my room to get scripts. All seem very excited to be
involved in this project.
Sunday 3/20/05
Had a discussion with Technical Director Michael Buss and revised the set. Went out to
the garage to look at all the platforms and wood we have accumulated from previous
professional shows and made a plan to change the scaffolding to platforms. As the
characters are basically sitting around for most of the show I want to insure that there are
interesting and pleasing stage pictures with levels and different planes being used.
Monday 3/21/05
The entire cast, minus one, gathered to read the script. We put the desks into a huge circle
in the middle of the classroom, I served Fanta (left over from the Beginning Drama
commercials!) and we went through the script. It was exciting to listen to each voice that
I had only imagined in my head. The actors were very excited about the material,
laughing and sighing throughout. We got through 20 pages so will finish tomorrow.
Tuesday 3/22/05
Finished reading the script and began blocking the show. Two actors were absent so it
was a bit confusing to imagine who was where, but we got through it. My challenge is to
create interesting stage pictures, that are also believable. Got through the first four pages.
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Wednesday 3/23/05
The opening scene is now blocked. Looks good, and by the third time we went through it,
it was really starting to come together. We are working with only a few blocks and stools,
so will have to clean up once the set is finished. Giving actors tomorrow off, with a stem
command to work on their lines over spring break!
Thursday 3/24/05
Met with costumers and props people today. We spent a couple of hours going through
the backstage and pulling what we had, and figuring out what we must purchase. Rebecca
H. is a darling - saying "I can bring this, I can bring that" to everything we need!
Saturday 3/26/05
Big plans to build the set today, but as both Michael and I had a show Friday night, with
Michael's being a late night performance at the Vanguard, today was pretty well wasted
because we were so tired. However, did transfer the wood and ramp from our garage to
the stage. Went through the flats and sorted into what we will use and what can be put
back. Michael is insisting on making wings while I am still considering having a bare
stage and using the upstage doors as entrances and exits. His argument is that I will have
to light the comers, which could be difficult with my small set up. Once we moved the
flats around and placed some of the platforms, I saw that I would have a bit more
performance room.
Talked for quite a while about how to paint the back wall and flats. My original concept
of unfinished paintings and geometric shapes (representing the life of a teenager) could
be too busy. Michael suggested painting an interior and exterior set as if the stage was in
transition between shows. I think that too would be too busy. Currently we have settled
on UL wall with bricks, fading into a street scene (Memory Lane) that continues right
onto the DR flats.
Monday 3/28/05
Loaded up the tools and the dog, and set out for school and a day of building. Michael
built a platform and we arranged everything on the stage. One of the students happened
by and helped. The set is really looking good, except I think it is too finished. I wanted it
to look haphazard and undone. And I'm still unsure about using any flats. However, it
may all look a bit better when it's painted. And I certainly trust Michael's judgment when
it comes to sets. Guess that's what it's like when you let go and collaborate!
Thursday 3/31/05
Looked through the paint samples provided by the father of one of the actresses and
determined colors for the set.
Monday 4/4/05
First rehearsal with individual actors. The kids were mostly off book. Lynn S. was almost
off book, of course! While I worked with "Food Stamps", Katie Sparks took "Girl
Scouts" across the way and did some basic blocking. I am impressed with how
everything is going, but cringe at the thought of getting everyone on stage at the same
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time. But if the kids focus on their characters and remember where they are supposed to
be, the transitions shouldn't be too hard to figure out.
Ali T. did not show up for today's rehearsal. She was late for the two read throughs. Time
to recast. I ran over to where Ken Kanouse was rehearsing Junior Hie:h Tales and asked
which actors he had cut in the rewrites. Selected Mona A. to replace Ali. She was thrilled
to be a part of the production, and to have a larger role than expected.
Tuesday 4/5/05
Took only half an hour with Gaurav to work "Special Teacher". He is a natural. Then an
hour with "Adoption I". It is very disappointing to have kids still walking around with
scripts, although Clay promised that he had been concentrating on his larger role later in
the story! The kids are very open to direction. What a difference to have enthusiastic
actors working in a private setting vs. directing in the chaos of a classroom.
Michael and I went to the new Starbucks that opened today near our home. The cashier
was a former student!
Wednesday 4/6/05
Angela S. is incredible. I know she is using something from her own life to describe the
feelings to her mother. Today was Aaron P. 's first rehearsal due to illness. He'll do fine,
but I wish these kids would be off book when they arrive!
Thursday 4/7 /05
Lawrence H. was absent today, so difficult to run "Guns", but we made it through. Mona
did well with "Valentine", but I am now realizing that she has three large scenes all in the
first half of the play. I didn't do a very good job of dividing up the parts, but I hope that it
will all play out.
Friday 4/8/05
When Megan G. worked as my assistant director I found out how organized and efficient
she is, as well as how loud she can yell! Her audition was really nice, and today she did
well. But I am concerned about how volume. I think she will do OK. Great "Baseball"
scene. Again, it's hard when people aren't off book.
Sunday 4/10/05
After a week's worth of e-mails, we went to the Chance to pick up the trunk used in The
Rover. Unfortunately it is not as I remember, and I had to listen to a lecture from Michael
about my poor powers of observation! Instead of a trunk it is really a blanket storage,
about the right size for our use, but no handles for carrying, and does not stay open on its
own. Will keep looking.
Monday 4/11/05
Spent the entire rehearsal with Leona and the "Uncle Jack" scene. She is over half-way
off book. Discovered some interesting movements. She will be very good with this when
she has it memorized, and has a real handle on the emotion of the scene.
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Tuesday 4/12/05
Jim Book from Fullerton College came by with the new light board and dimmer packs. I
am so happy to finally be upgrading the system. Of course, I felt that way until the fuses
started blowing! Tums out that I have 750 watt bulbs in my 500 watt instruments. Must
go through and swap out.
Worked with Carlos and Jacob on "Did Too!" They have a good chemistry going on and
there is some really funny stuff between them.
Wednesday 4/13/05
Spent two hours with Marisol and Devan working on the "Hospital" scene. Devan is
great-over halfway off book, but I this is Marisol's first production and she has not been
working on it as much as she should. However, she is very good and when she does get
the lines she'll be great.
Thursday 4/14/05
Today Phantom Projects Educational Theatre group came to perform The Center of the
Universe, a wonderful play about violence, racial prejudice and bigotry. My advanced
drama class watched, and I also invited the cast and crew of Rememberin' Stuff. I
introduced the play by telling the kids to keep an eye out for what they could steal from
the actors they saw. This particular piece had actors aged 15-19.
Rehearsal today for "Memorial". The kids were in a real squirrelly mood, too much
talking and laughing-this isn't supposed to be fun HA! I am still amazed at the quality
of the work, and how much I am finding in the words that I didn't see before.
Monday 4/18/05
Really nice work today with Pouleen N. and "Brown Chair". She is the first person to
tum up totally off book! She takes direction so well. I'm thrilled that she is involved.
Also worked on "Book Store". Every time Gareth 0. speaks I see Professor Beekins from
Knowledge is Power. He came up with a great idea involving finger snaps to go back and
forth between the action. I am keeping my fingers crossed that students will be off book
very soon as there are no more individual rehearsals scheduled.
Finally touched base with Caprice Spencer-Rothe and set up rehearsal time for the
"Uncle Jack" monologue. Wonderful thought about using Gareth as a puppeteer
manipulating the girl.
Tuesday 4/19/05
Today was to be a two hour rehearsal with Clay B. on "The Actor". He read every single
word of his script. When I asked if he had done any work he said "oh, yeah, the first
line". I am a bit concerned because this is the final piece of the play and should be very
fast and funny. I don't know why I am surprised at the lack of work. Productions with
adults never go smoothly either and it takes forever to get everyone off book.
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Went through the lights today but couldn't get the bulbs out to check the wattage.
Realized with great alarm that we open four weeks from today.
Wednesday 4/20/05
Worked on "The Driving Test" with Dylan H. and Lynn S. Lynn is wonderful-always the
first one off book and obviously has worked on character. Dylan tries very, very hard. He
came up with some great ideas for the werewolf.
Thursday 4/21/05
OK, the other shoe has dropped. First run thru of Act I, and of course few had written
down the blocking from previous rehearsals, despite my reminders to do so. I got very
tired of hearing actors say "I should be over there"; me: "so go over there"; "Now?" And
my nightmare of having three actors in the same spot came true. Clay did not show up.
Went to see Porcelain at the Chance Theatre and got some wonderful ideas about
blocking. The five actors moved like dancers around the bare stage, every movement
with motivation and character. Would like to have my actors move more between
memories. Will sort this out when they are off book and we have gone through the entire
play a couple of times.
Friday 4/22/05
Clay did not look at the rehearsal schedule and that is why he missed yesterday. Today
Gareth was absent. I gave a big speech about how important it was to leave a message
when absent so that I know in the morning, rather than at 2:30 who will not be there.
Went through Act II very slowly, and kept reminding everyone about writing things
down. I think I will have everyone exit after "Baseball", which leaves the stage clear for
"Uncle Jack", "Hospital" and "Memorial". These three dramatic scenes will be much
more powerful if the stage is empty. Although there is the problem of talking back stage.
As this is a volunteer production, I can't threaten them with grades!
Did talk to Clay about my concerns on his memorization, and told Gaurav he will now
understudy the role.
Monday 4/25/05
Before class this morning I asked Clay if he had worked on his lines, and he said yes, but
then came over to me privately and said he couldn't do "The Actor". I thanked him for
being honest and letting me know. After school at rehearsal he and Gaurav had obviously
already talked because Gaurav was ready with blocking for "The Actor".
Tuesday 4/26/05
Today Caprice Spencer-Rothe came to work with the "Uncle Jack" scene. She was
wonderful with the kids, asking questions of them, and entertaining their suggestions. Her
idea of making Uncle Jack a puppet master is brilliant, and Pouleen is wonderful at
playing the rag doll. Caprice went through mask etiquette with them, and explained how
masks are used throughout the world and in different cultures. When finished she gave
each a great validation on how they had done.
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Wednesday 4/27/05
Today we ran through the entire play off book, and it was 'not awful'! I was actually
pleasantly surprised at how well everyone did for the first time without a script. Gareth
apologized before we even started, and used the script, but I am confident he will work
hard to learn the lines.
Thursday 4/28/05
There was no rehearsal scheduled today, so I asked Gaurav ifhe wanted to get together
and block out his new scene. He already had most of it from Clay, but it was good for
him to walk it himself. He will do well.
Friday 4/29/05
Left for Atlanta to see the Thesis Productions of Jake Dreiling and Michelle Morea.
Jake's play, 1984 was a spectacular production in terms oflighting and blocking. I felt
the first act dragged, and the acting was not effective, but in the second act it raced along.
I really enjoyed the dancing scene changes.
Saturday 4/30/05
Spent the day with Michelle at the movies (Robots), and then on to her school. Incredible,
new facility with beautiful, spacious rooms. Her set for Noises Off was spectacular, and I
felt the show went really, really well. The pacing started off a bit slow, and then about 15
minutes into the first act they took off and didn't stop until the curtain call.
Derek and Michael both talked about the thesis projects of others, saying so and so was
wonderful and this person did really well. Puts the pressure on me as I want that said
about my play!
Monday 5/2/05
Took the day off from school, but after picking up royal capes from Lexington JHS
arrived at my rehearsal. As usual, the kids were playing an improv game before
beginning and it took some coaxing to get them settled down. I told everyone what I had
seen over the weekend, and how I expected our show to be just as good. Three people
were absent today, with no call to inform, so I felt I was preaching to the choir about
responsibility. This cast needs to be converted from after-school play time to a cohesive
and professional cast who feel that what they are doing is better than anything they have
ever done before. I think it's time for the swearing to start.
Rehearsal of the first 20 pages was disastrous. It's as if no one had looked at lines since
last Wednesday. We stumbled through, and had to go back and forth to smooth out the
transitions. If the same happens tomorrow I will be very upset!!
Tuesday 5/3/05
OK, I'm upset. I could tell that many had done some work last night, but still most are
reciting their lines rather than truly feeling the words. Big speech by Michael Buss about
how important this project is, and that they will never have another opportunity in their
junior high school career to do something this amazing. To work together as a team to put
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on this incredible production, and everyone is a team member. If someone is missing the
whole team suffers.
Lynn was absent but did call. Megan was absent but did not call. Clay was out todaydetention. Michael went to the cafeteria and told him to come to rehearsal at 3: 15 when
detention was finished. He showed up, but told me he had to leave immediately for
softball practice because they had a game. He worked on stage for about ten minutes,
stumbling through his lines and blocking, then left.
Michael began painting the back wall today. It looks good, and when finished will be
awesome, but I'm not sure it is what I would have depicted color-wise. We discussed the
concept, and I guess this is what compromise is all about.
I gave a big speech at the end of rehearsal about how they were all chosen because they
were the best, but their talent was not going to get them through this ... they needed to
work every night on lines. Once they knew lines they should go through them with a
parent or sibling, taking every opportunity to rehearse. Only one person, Angela, has
made the lines her own, and physically feels each emotion as she says her monologue.
Costume parade today. Most of the kids brought their clothes in for approval. I don't
think anyone will notice the fact that they are wearing earth tones. They all just look like
they are wearing what kids today are wearing.
Wednesday 5/4/05
Stumbled through the second half of the play. Most seemed not to know their lines,
forgetting all about any blocking that had been done. I had Katie take Marisol and Devan
over to room 10 and work on the Hospital scene because it was going nowhere. At the
end of rehearsal I had them all sit down and I gave them a big speech about how they all
had to work much harder. It wasn't just about me, but I wanted them to look good too. I
began to get teary and you could have heard a pin drop! After I released them several
came over and gave me a hug, swearing they would go home and work on their scripts.
Took another look at the Hospital scene and Katie had done some really nice work with
them, altering the blocking and discussing characters.
Thursday 5/5/05
First thing in the morning I was met by several actors who wanted to share how much
they had worked on their lines last night! And the work was much better today! We were
able to get through the second half twice!
Friday 5/6/05
No cast rehearsal today, although many of them came by and wanted to help with the
painting or watch the rehearsal for the "Uncle Jack" scene. Caprice worked with Gareth
and Pouleen while Ephraim read lines. I thought Caprice had done a great job before, but
today her tweaking and refining has really made the scene amazing. She is so great with
the kids, very precise on how she wants them to move, and doesn't let them go on until
they get it. Katie worked with Marisol and Devan in room 10. When I went over to watch
they were both so excited about how it was turning out. Devan said she felt like the two
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of them were best friends even though they had just started working together. Carlos and
Mayra painted the platforms and boxes, Brianna and Sarah worked on the costumer's
outfit. The whole place was abuzz with activity.
Sunday 5/8/05
Began sorting out the SFX-CD. Ran to Virgin Megastore to get a couple more CDs, but
will have to get a few sounds off the internet or record them myself.
Monday 5/9/05
Ran thru entire show. It only took 1-1/2 hours, and that was with a few stops and hiccups
along the way. Light board operator followed along in the script, and we used the
spotlight for the first time.
Finally had the full cast here, although Carlos has a detention tomorrow and is being
required to show up for an after school Math class on Wednesday. Devan wants to attend
the dedication of the new mural painted on the side of the gym.
Tuesday 5/10/05
Dedication of the mural at school today so we worked on the opening from 2:30-3:00.
The kids loved the name signs, however, they kept falling off the music stand so I am
going to have to rethink this idea. Took everyone to the mural presentation (where they
served cake!) then back to the room. We worked on the opening eight pages with lights,
which blew a fuse after Yz hour. I am very concerned about this new light board. The
dimmer packs keep everything cool, but are pulling more power than my previous board.
May have to return to the old board for this show. Jose and Adela are fabulous on tech.
Very responsible and have good ideas. The run thru went well, although some students
called for lines.
Need to make the SFX-CD tonight.
Wednesday 5/11/05
Tech and Dress rehearsal. Almost everyone had their costumes, and I don't think anyone
in the audience is going to get that there was actually a color scheme! Worked for an hour
with Lynn and Dylan on Drivers Test.
Thursday 5/12/05
Took photos today and they turned out awesome! Ran the show; no one was allowed to
call for line. Most did a wonderful job, and many know each others' lines very well and
could help out if needed. After, worked for almost an hour with Gaurav on the Actor.
Friday 5/13/05
Megan showed up for rehearsal on crutches with a broken arm! She had been playing
basketball the night before and fell. Leona called in sick. Clay's mother picked him up
early. I called his father and as calmly as I could let him know how upset I was that he
was missing rehearsal. The father was very apologetic--something about this weekend
being spent with the mother. Clay is the weakest link in the show and I am very upset that
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he is missing a day. Gaurav was better today with his lines. I told him to imagine how
much better he would be now ifhe had put this much effort in two weeks ago.
Saturday 5/14/05
Michael came by after I finished Saturday School (with the truant kids) and we worked
on the lighting design. I am shocked at how much he got out of my little system. We
added gels and shadows, and it looks like it's all going to work without blowing fuses!
Sunday 5/15/05
Another five hours at school painting the set. No matter what, this is staying up until next
September!!!
Monday 5/16/05
The rehearsal was a complete disaster with people forgetting lines and blocking. Others
are very frustrated as they yelled out each other's lines. I feel as ifl have done everything
I could do to get this play ready, and am now turning it over to the actors.
Fatima told me today she could not usher as she had dance rehearsals all week. She was
very surprised when I became angry with her for dropping out at the last minute and
started to backpedal, saying she would skip rehearsals. I told her I needed someone who
would not question their commitment and fired her on the spot! She was very quiet for
the rest of the class.
Tuesday 5/17/05
Had Jose, the light board operator, come in during my conference to run through the
show and he now feels very confident about everything.
Everyone very excited about the upcoming performance. The house was over half full,
and the actors had high energy. At 2:30 Tay, the spotlight operator, told me she had to
run over to the high school for a cheerleading uniform fitting, but assured me she would
be back by show time at 3:00. Kayla was in tears as she was expected at the same fitting,
but she felt that she owed it to me to stay because she was needed backstage. As it turned
out, Tay did not return at 3:00 and I drafted Grace to run the spotlight. She had never run
the instrument, but had sat in on several rehearsals. When Tay turned up at 4:00 I refused
to speak with her except to tell her she would not be needed for the remaining
performances.
Also, a second usher left at 2:30 to use the restroom and didn't return until 3:00 because
she remembered at the last minute that she had to take an English test. She was not asked
to return!
The show went really well. There were a few glitches technically (to be expected with a
new spotlight operator) but I was happy with the way it went. When the house lights
came up I got a bit teary--probably from relief that the first show was over! Gave a few
notes privately to the actors and turned everything over to the theatre spirits.
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Wednesday 5/18/05
Cookie bouquet arrived from Michelle Morea! Icing inscribed with the play title, dates,
etc.
Scott Robinson arrived around noon and helped me fold programs. Shortly before show
time playwright Eleanor Harder arrived with her husband, and soon the house was almost
filled to capacity. My mom worked the room, talking with Eleanor and Scott! The
principal was there. The lights went down.
The show couldn't have gone better. Everyone seemed to be right on the money, from
tech to actors. The "Uncle Jack" scene was unbelievable. Leona was on the verge of
tears. You could hear a pin drop through this long and difficult monologue. The lights
and sound were perfect.
When finished, the audience was very appreciative. The playwright told me that she saw
things in the play that she had never imagined when writing, and wished she'd thought
ofl Scott gave great feedback to the actors. He worked really well with them. He and I
had a short meeting, the result of which was that there was not much to be fixed (at least
that is my recollection!)
Pizza served, then preparation for the evening performance.
The 6:00 show was also good, but not nearly as smooth as the matinee. A few glitches
with the lights and sound, but overall a good performance.
Thursday 5/19/05
Actors all came in sad because it was their last show. Again almost a full house, and
again a good show, but nothing to compare with the high of yesterday's matinee.
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Self-evaluation
As this was my Thesis project, I spent much more time and effort than usual. The
results were spectacular and I couldn't have been happier with the way the play turned
out. Teachers and staff who attended are saying it is the best production we have done.
The playwright was thrilled and amazed at how I interpreted the script. So why can't all
my plays tum out this way?
Time. And money. And actors.
I added two weeks to my normal rehearsal time, and I was wiped out by the end
of the process. School finishes at 2:20, and I usually left school around 5:00. Not a bad
schedule, but after teaching an activity class all day, and then dealing with the myriad of
decisions needed for the production, I was really ready for it to be over! Knowing an end
was in sight helped, but there is no way I would do this for every production (a
Halloween show in October, a holiday show in December, a Holocaust show to support
the English department in February, scenes and monologues in March, spring show in
May, plus skits at four separate assemblies).
As teachers, we all do a lot of stuff for free around the school, and I don't mind
calling in favors and doing favors for others. However, I felt it was really important to
pay the people I asked to help, even just a token amount. Our small yearly budget does
not allow for this to happen on every show. I was disappointed in my choreographer who
was delighted to help, and then only showed up for two hours, unprepared with ideas.
Our wonderful art teacher made the title card signs within 24 hours of my asking him.
And my husband!!! How lucky I am to have someone so talented in my comer. He gave
great ideas for the set design, built the set, painted the set, and read my thesis (twice!). I
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kept reminding him how he will share in the raise I get next September!
And the actors-those adorable, sweet, devious, horrible little children! The goals
of my theatre program are to increase self-confidence, and one of the ways this is
achieved is to do several performances throughout the year that include all students,
regardless of ability. In Remembedn' Stuff I was able to select the best out of 220
students, and even then I had problems. As I had just finished working on Nine at La
Habra Depot Theatre it was fresh in my mind how even adults aren't always prepared in
rehearsal, so it was difficult to expect a high level of professionalism from a 13 year old.
Despite having children and parents sign a contract, I still had actors not show up for a
variety of reasons. I was pleasantly surprised at how the majority of the actors took
everything seriously. However, they needed direction, and didn't start coming up with
their own ideas until late in the process, even adding new things at the final performance.
I was so happy to finally have a new light board (after ten years) but freaked out
when fuses kept blowing. We finally kept all lights less than full power to keep this from
happening.
The set design was improved from my original vision. Rather than having a series
of disconnected images across the stage, we painted a set in transition between plays to
represent a teenager's life in transition. Portions were unfinished, just as an adolescent is
still growing and changing within.
My costume design concept of black and white changed to earth tones, making
the kids look more like they do everyday rather than in a specific type of costume. And it
was easier to clothe everyone!
Did I achieve my Leaming Goals? For the most part, yes. This group definitely
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came together as a team, worked with people they did not know, and developed
friendships. Several students now get together outside of class. One boy who was very
much a loner, now speaks up more in class, and hangs out in the drama room before
school. Two other boys are now fast friends. One girl was amazed at how close she felt to
a scene partner based on rehearsing the dialogue.
I loved how the students figured out transitions between the scenes. I gave them
basic blocking and where I wanted them to end up, but they figured out on their own how
to get there. The passing of costumes and props was seamless, and actors knew they
could count on something being where it was supposed to be when needed. Those who
had trouble learning their lines were encouraged by the others who were already off
book. Some actors knew everyone else's lines so that they could help each other out.
Everyone worked together so well in creating stage pictures. They were always aware of
their body position so that there was no duplication across the stage.
My drama program is very strong, but the kids have nowhere to continue their
studies. The high school program is minimal. So why do I do it? For two years they
develop skills that will stay with them for the rest of their lives. And I hope I can foster
an interest in theatre that continues on past their education.
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Other Documentation
Student Responses
In the words of German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860),
The memory should be specially taxed in youth, since it is then that it is
strongest and most tenacious. But in choosing the things that should be
committed to memory the utmost care and forethought must be exercised;
as lessons well learnt in youth are never forgotten (Moncur).
Following is a summary of student responses to a questionnaire given upon
completion of the project.
1. Why did you audition for "Rememberin' Stuff'?
•

I wanted to learn more about movement around the stage.

•

To make new friends.

•

I love drama class.

•

I wanted to be part of Ms. Browne's Masters degree.

•

I wanted to be in a play before going to high school.

•

I didn't want to miss this opportunity to act.

•

I thought it would be cool to be in an important play.

•

Being in a play is always fun.

•

I wanted to embarrass my parents!

2. What were your expectations before rehearsals began?
•

That it would be the best show Ms. Browne ever did.

•

I thought it might be awkward because I didn't know anyone.
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•

I knew it would be a lot of work-but I'd do it again!

•

I worried about how to show emotion, as I usually play the clown.

•

To get my lines memorized as soon as possible.

•

To get to know everyone as quickly as possible.

•

It would be like other shows I've been in, but with more lines.

•

I didn't think I had a chance but I tried anyway.

•

I thought everyone else would be more experienced than me.

3. What problems did you encounter as you worked on this play?
•

I had problems with the other actors and minor arguments.

•

I had to make a choice about doing this play and other activities.

•

It was hard working together to make it happen.

•

It was frustrating when people didn't show up for rehearsals.

•

Leaming to project my voice.

•

Leaming to stand still.

•

I got upset with others who didn't learn their lines.

•

It's not easy to learn lines.

•

I got sick and missed some important blocking rehearsals.

•

It was nerve-wracking when kids weren't cooperating.

•

I had to memorize a lot of lines.

4. How did you find a way to relate to your character?
•

I went through the same experience with my own mother.

•

One of my best friends was bulimic and I thought of her.

•

The character was very close to my own personality.
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•

I spent the whole day as my character and thought of the memories.

•

I used sense memory.

•

I had a friend who died from anorexia.

•

My personal experience.

•

I've had a lot of pets die so I knew how it felt.

•

I observed my four year old brother's actions and tone of voice.

•

I've had sadness in my life.

•

I tried to think of times I was in these situations.

•

I thought about my dog dying.

5. What stands out in your mind from this experience?
•

To this day everyone still tells me "good job".

•

Having to work together in such a big production.

•

I made a lot of friends.

•

I got to know a lot of people I don't normally talk to.

•

I had fun acting with new people.

•

I made a lot of new friends.

•

I met a lot of new people.

•

We all made a great team.

•

It's harder than it looks.

•

No one should be afraid to act. Just let it out!

6. How has this play affected you and what did you learn about yourself?
•

Not to short-change myself, and not to fear change in my life.

•

To let out my personal feelings through the monologue.
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•

I grew as an actress.

•

I learned patience.

•

I learned I had talent.

•

I became more serious than I've ever been.

•

I've become more confident as an actor.

•

It honed my acting skills.

•

It taught me about what goes on in putting on a play.

•

I speak better in front of an audience.

•

I'm not scared when it's my tum to talk.

•

Others have the same problems I do.

•

I can act and be funny.

•

I can act with emotion by using my past.

•

I now hang out with new friends from the play.

•

I learned to let others take the spotlight.

7. What was your contribution to this play?
•

I helped to make this book into a play.

•

I tried my best and came to all the rehearsals.

•

I played my part well.

•

Making Ms. Browne happy!

•

I took a breath and started acting.

8. What would you change about your participation if you could do it all over again?
•

Think of different types of music to get me in the mood.

•

Getting more into the character.
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•

I wouldn't whine about how long my part was!

•

I'd like to try a different character.

•

Put more effort into memorization.

•

Learn my lines faster.

•

Learn my lines much sooner.

•

Learn my lines earlier.

•

I would try to remember my lines earlier.

9. Are the themes appropriate for a play performed by teen actors? Why?
•

Some of the actors have been through these experiences.

•

We can relate to the topics in the story.

•

These are real problems that teens encounter at this age.

•

Teens encounter problems like the ones in the play.

•

It makes the actors more open to other situations.

•

The play was about things that actually happen to teens.

•

Most of us found ways of relating to our characters and the stories.

•

Many teens could relate to a lot of the scenes.

•

All of us could relate to each scene.

•

Everyone could related to at least one of the characters.

•

These are things teens go through in life.

•

What happens in the play is what happens to many teens.

•

It relates to their past, present, and future situations.

•

Many kids today face the same problems.

•

We need to realize that this stuff happens to teens everyday.
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•

The themes were a little heavy for teens.

•

There were some things we talked about that we shouldn't have.

10. How would you describe your experience in "Rememberin' Stuff' to a friend?
•

Every day I had a feeling of "I can do this!"

•

It was super and I wish I could do it again.

•

This is something teens can relate to.

•

A great time to have fun and learn new things.

•

It was fun and I learned a lot.

•

It was amazing, and I'd do it again.

•

It was tough, but got easier and more fun toward the end.

•

It was a real blast!

•

The fun overshadows the difficult times.

•

I enjoyed working with others. I wish it wasn't over!

•

G-R-E-A-T!

•

I would encourage them to get in a play similar to this one.

•

Fun, exciting, terrific, and terrifying.

11. As a result of being in Rememberin Stuff, how likely are you to audition for
another play? Very likely, somewhat likely, not likely. Why or why not?
All respondents were very or somewhat likely to audition again.
•

This was my first play, and it gave me confidence.

•

I'm going to take Theatre next year in high school.

•

Plays are fun!

•

Now I know how hard it is, and I can do it.
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•

I would be nervous if the director wasn't my teacher.

•

I'm auditioning for another play right now.

•

At first I was nervous, but now I have the experience.

•

As long as I work with my friends.

•

Extremely likely as I was just cast in a play in Fullerton!

12. As a result of being in Rememberin' Stuff how likely are you to attend a play as
an audience member? Very likely, somewhat likely, not likely.
All respondents were very or somewhat likely to attend a play.
•

Now I know how much effort goes in to putting on a play.

•

It would be very entertaining.

•

It's good to support the people in the play.

•

I'd rather be in the play!

•

I want to steal other actor's moves, emotions, and more.

•

You need to watch other actors to become better yourself.

Most amazing was seeing someone bring new things to the role: Dylan's shirt
tucked in and his change of voice in "Driver's Test"; Mona dancing with the valentine;
Aaron's change from teenager to six-year old; Marisol really trying to convince Devan of
her boyfriend's love; Lynn's hysterics in "Drivers Test"; and more!
I feel more confident in making intelligent choices when casting a play and more
perceptive when helping actors interpret the meaning of a line or find the motivation
behind an action. I now have a clearer vision about how a play should look-what the
setting, the lighting, and the costumes should say to an audience. I became more
conscientious about budgeting and organization. For the first time I allowed others to
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collaborate and contribute their thoughts to the project. It was extremely satisfying to take
a play that had little scholarly analysis and create a document that can be used by others
who are considering mounting this production.
Many years ago I read an article that included an interview with film star Bette
Davis, and something she said has stayed with me; 'Attempt the impossible in order to
improve your work.' I hope that by working with these wonderful lumps of clay, helping
their self-confidence to grow and releasing their imaginations, I have played some small
part in attempting to promote a change for the better in their lives. I know they have
certainly enriched mine.
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Name
Spring Play 2005 Audition Information

Rememberin' Stuff
auditions:

Wednesday March 16 at 2:30
Thursday March 17 at 2:30
(end about 4:00)

OR

ACTING ROLES AVAILABLE: see attached sheet

What role would you like to be considered for?
Will you accept any role?
yes
no

Rememberin' Stuff is Ms. Browne's Masters Thesis Project
for Central Washington University. By participating in this
play you will be committing yourself to all required
rehearsals and performances. Check the attached rehearsal
sheet carefully and mark your calendar if cast!
OFFSTAGE POSITIONS AVAILABLE: (circle if interested)
Lights
Sound
Costumes
Tickets Usher
Telegrams
Set Building
Parent Permission: I understand my Brookhurst actor is
interested in working on Rememberin' Stuff and if cast will
attend all required rehearsals.
Pa rent Sign a tu re _____________________________ _

MALE MONOLOGUE
Select one of the monologues below. To prepare, think about what emotions this character might
be feeling - sad, happy, excited. You do not need to memorize the monologue, but you should
read it several times and become familiar with the words so that you can take your eyes off the
page when acting.

BIFF
When I think of food, I think of food stamps. I remember when
my dad was sick and my mom had been laid off her job and
things were really bad at home. Well, one day I went to the
market with my mom. And as we were standing in line to pay
for our groceries, Mom was having trouble getting the food
stamps out of her wallet and she dropped one. She was nervous,
I guess. I mean, she wasn't used to those stamps.

MARK
Couple of weeks ago I was walking downtown and I saw this
bookstore window that had all these kids' books in it. Y'know,
like Peter Rabbit and Winnie the Pooh and Wizard of Oz. All
that stuff. Well, I'm standing there, remembering how I really
liked those books when I was a little kid. And I'm grinning and
staring in at these things. And suddenly I look up and I see
Debbie Fineman, who's inside the store, and she's looking out
the window and grinning and staring at me!

FEMALE MONOLOGUE
Select one of the monologues below. To prepare, think about what emotions this character might
be feeling - sad, happy, excited. You do not need to memorize the monologue, but you should
read it several times and become familiar with the words so that you can take your eyes off the
page when acting.

CAROL
Funny, I remember wishing I was adopted so that the mom and
dad I had and couldn't ever get along with wouldn't be my real
parents. You know, like maybe my real mom and dad were out
there somewhere, lookin' for me. And one day they'd find me,
and everybody'd be happy and smiling, and we'd hug, and I'd
never had to see my fake mom and dad again, ever!

JENA
I was in the fifth grade, and I got a Valentine from this boy I
really liked. His name was Jose. Jose Francisco Garcia
Mendosa. I know, because that's how he signed his Valentine. I
never got any Valentines at school before. But that year the
teacher made everybody draw a name and you had to give that
person a Valentine. Jose drew my name. That's why I got a
Valentine from him.

REMEMBERIN' STUFF
Character Breakdown

Mark - first time

as a leader and determined to do it right.
Appears in Adoption I, Valentine, Baseball, Memorial and
Bookstore.

Gail - the rich girl. Appears in Girl Scout,

Skipper, Baseball,

Memorial and Drivers Test.

Dean - the class clown. Appears in Girl Scout, Did Too!,
Book Store, Baseball.

Brad - the tough

kid, participating against his wi11,
combative. Appoears in Thanksgiving, Guns, Memorial,
Drivers Test.

Zeke - the second

banana to Dean, a follower. Appears in
Adoption I, Baseball, Did Too!

Ashley - the drama queen. Appears in

Uncle Jack,
Adoption I, The Actor, Hospital, Thanksgiving.

Carol - a valley girl.

Appears in Adoption II, Valentine.

Jenny - the shy one.

Appears in Thanksgiving, Drivers

Test, I'm Special.

Walt - Excitable. Appears in Guns,

Baseball, Memorial, The

Actor.

Jim - another shy one.

Appears in Thanksgiving, Skipper,

Brown Chair.

Mimi - a romantic.

Appears in Food Stamps, Hospital,

Baby.

Dawn - a girly girl. Appears in Girl Scout,

Brown Chair,

Book Store.

Grace - the smart one.

Appears in Girl Scout, Hospital,

Brown Chair.

Fred - the skater.

Appears in Food Stamps, Special

Teacher.

Biff - a mama's boy.
Jena - an

Appears in Food Stamps, Baseball.

extremely nice girl. Appears Food Stamps,
Valentine, Memorial, Baseball.

REMEMBERIN' STUFF
Rehearsal Schedule
Wed 3/16
Thur 3/17
Fri 3/18

auditions 2:30 - 4:00
auditions 2:30 - 4:00
call backs (if needed)

Mon 3/21
Tues 3/22
Wed 3/23
Thur 3/24
Fri 3/25

Read Thru
Block the play
Pages 1-8
Pages 1-8
a=F

2:30
2:30
2:30
2:30

-

4:00
4:00
4:00
4:00

March 28-April 1 -- Spring Break - work on lines!
Mon 4/4
Tue 4/5
Wed 4/6
Thur 4/7
Fri 4/8

Mon 4/11
Tues 4/12
Wed 4/13
Thur 4/14
Fri 4/15

Food Stamps
Girl Scouts
Special Teacher
Adoption I
Adoption II
Skipper
Guns
Valentine
I'm Special
Baseball
Uncle Jack
Did Too!
Hospital
Memorial
Baby

2:30
3:30
2:30
3:30
2:30
3:30
2:30
3:30
2:30
3:30

-

3:30
4:30
3:30
4:30
3:30
4:30
3:30
4:30
3:30
4:30

2:30 - 4:30
2:30 - 3:30
2:30 - 4:30
2:30 - 4:30
12:15 - 1:30

Mon 4/18
Tues 4/19
Wed 4/20
Thur 4/21
Fri 4/22

Brown Chair
Book Store
The Actor
Drivers Test
pages 1-20
pages 21-40

Mon 4/25
Tues 4/26
Wed 4/27
Thurs 4/28
Fri 4/29
Mon 5/2
Tues 5/3
Wed 5/5
Thurs 5/5
Fri 5/6
Mon 5/9
Tues 5/10
Wed 5/11
Thurs 5/12
Fri 5/13
Mon 5/16
Tues 5/17
Wed 5/18
Thur 5/19

2:30
3:30
2:30
2:30
2:30
2:30

dance
dance
run show
OFF
OFF
pages
pages
pages
pages

1-20
1-20
21-40
21-40

-

3:30
4:30
4:30
4:30
4:30
4:30

2:30 - 4:30
2:30 - 4:30
2:30 - 4:30

2:30
2:30
2:30
2:30

-

4:30
4:30
4:30
4:30

OFF
run show
run show
tech rehearsal
tech and dress
tech and dress
tech and dress
Performance
Performance
Performance

2:30
2:30
2:30
2:30
2:30

-

2:30 - 4:30
3:00
3:00 & 6:00
3:00

4:30
4:30
4:30
4:30
4:30

WHY TEACH THEATRE IN OUR SCHOOLS?

THEATRE IS A SCIENCE
THEATRE rs MA TIIEMATI CAL
TIIEATRE IS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE
THEATRE IS HlSTORY
lBEATRE IS PHYSICAL EDUCATION
THEATRE IS LANGUAGE ARTS
THEATRE IS ART
THEATRE IS BUSINESS
THEATRE IS TECHNOLOGY
THEATRE IS ECONOMICS

THEATRE IS TAUGHT IN SCHOOLS
NOT BECAUSE ONE IS EXPECTED TO MAJOR IN THEATRE,
NOT BECAUSE ONE IS EXPECTED TO PERFORM ALL THROUGH LIFE,
NOT SO ONE CAN RELAX.
NOT Sp ONE CAN HAVE FUN,
BUT
SO PNE WILL RECOGNIZE BEAlITY,
SO ONE WILL BE SENSITIVE,
so ONE WILL BE CLOSER TO AN INFINITE BEYOND nns WORLD,
SO ONE WILL HAVE MORE LOVE,
MORE COMPASSION,
MORE GENTLENESS,
MORE GOOD,
IN SHORT,
MORE LIFE

by

ELEANOR HARDER

OF WHAT VALUE WILL IT BE TO MAKE A PROSPEROUS LIVING
UNLESS YOUK NOW HOW TO LIVE?

May 17-18-19

THAT IS WHY THEATRE IS TAUGHT IN OUR SCHOOLS.

2005

Ad~ted with pennission from Music Educators National Conference MIOSM Planning Guide
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Produced by special arrangement with
PIONEER DRAMA SERVICE, INC.,
Englewood, Colorado.

Cast of Characters
(in order of appearance)
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MARK - Gareth O'Neal
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BRAD - Dylan Hilliker
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Director - Ms. Autumn Browne
Assistant Director - Ms. Katie Sparks
Technical Director - Mr. Michael Buss
Stage Manager - Jessica Frazier
Choreography - Ms. Chelsie Schutter
Mime Instructor - Ms. Caprice Spencer-Rothe

ZEKE - Jacob Curington
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DEAN - Carlos Villasenor
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GAIL - Lynn Sanchez

Lights - Jose Luis Noriega
Sound - Adela Moreno
Spotlight Operator - Tay Amaya-Shelton
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CAROL - Angela Stanley

Costumes -

Sarah Gheen
Rebecca Hageman
Breanna Riopelle

Props -

Pamelia Rudolph
Becca Call
Kayla Greulich
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JENNY - Megan Grimes
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ASHLEY - Leona Lawrence
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JIM - Aaron Peterson
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Set Building -
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WALT - Clay Burt

Mr. Ken Blasius
Title Cards Program Cover - Carlos Villasenor
Flyer Artwork - Dylan Hilliker
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BIFF - Ephraim Sterig

Set
Decorating Paint -

Mr. Michael Buss
Ephraim Sterig

Mr. Michael Buss
Mayra Contreras
Sherwin Williams/Santa Ana

FRED - Gaurav Sharma
MIMI - Marisol Ramirez

Tickets Ushers -

DAWN - Pouleen Nooman
GRACE - Devan Lenning
JENA - Mona Ahmed

.JAMRS- J,awrence Hall

Telegrams CWU Rep-

Amanda Ritter
Presley Ragazzo
Fatima Saldivar
Pamelia Rudolph
Ashley Watson
Brittany Tatro
Mandy de la Torre

·Rememberin' Stuff" is presented in
Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements
for the Degree Master of Arts, Theatre Production,
Central Washinqton Universitv
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---------------

check one: male - - - GPA:- - - - -

female - - - -

drama grade _ _ _ __

Please answer the following questions as completely as possible.
1. Why did you audition for "Rememberin' Stuff'?

2. What were your expectations before rehearsals began?

3. What problems did you encounter as you worked on this play?

4. How did you find a way to relate to your character?

5. What stands out in your mind from this experience?

please tum over ...

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Brookhurst students 'Rememberin' Stuff

By. CELINE GARCIA
FOR THE ANAHEIM BULLETIN
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Production Photos
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Platform design
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Did too!
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Memorial
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The Actor

playwright Eleanor Harder

cast of Rememberin' Stuff

Letter from the playwright
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